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We consider the problems of statically refuting equivalence and similarity of output distributions defined by a
pair of probabilistic programs. Equivalence and similarity are two fundamental relational properties of prob-
abilistic programs that are essential for their correctness both in implementation and in compilation. In this
work, we present a new method for static equivalence and similarity refutation. Our method refutes equiva-
lence and similarity by computing a function over program outputs whose expected value with respect to the
output distributions of two programs is different. The function is computed simultaneously with an upper
expectation supermartingale and a lower expectation submartingale for the two programs, which we show
to together provide a formal certificate for refuting equivalence and similarity. To the best of our knowledge,
our method is the first approach to relational program analysis to offer the combination of the following
desirable features: (1) it is fully automated, (2) it is applicable to infinite-state probabilistic programs, and
(3) it provides formal guarantees on the correctness of its results. We implement a prototype of our method
and our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our method to refute equivalence and similarity for a
number of examples collected from the literature.

CCS Concepts: • Theory of computation→ Program verification; Program analysis; • Software and

its engineering → Formal software verification; • Mathematics of computing → Probability and

statistics.

1 INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic programs. Probabilistic programs are imperative or functional programs extended
with the ability to perform sampling from probability distributions and to condition data on ob-
servations [14, 47, 79]. They provide an expressive framework for specifying probabilistic models
and have been adopted in a range of application domains including stochastic networks [41], ma-
chine learning [44], security [10, 11] and robotics [76]. Instead of designing different inference
and analysis techniques for probabilistic models that may arise in each of these domains, one can
first specify the probabilistic model of interest as a probabilistic program and then utilize the ex-
isting techniques for probabilistic programs. This separation of model specification on one hand
and inference and analysis on the other hand has sparked interest in the probabilistic program-
ming paradigm, and recent years have seen the development of many probabilistic programming
languages, e.g. Church [46], Pyro [18] or Edward [78]. Concurrently with studying the design and
implementation of probabilistic programming languages, formal analysis of probabilistic programs
has also become a very active research area.

Static analysis of probabilistic programs. Probabilistic programs are hard to reason about.
While deterministic programs always produce the same output on a given input, probabilistic
programs give rise to output distributions. This makes probabilistic programs extremely hard to
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analyze both in theory [55] and in practice [37, 66], as bugs in probabilistic program implementa-
tion may be very subtle and hard to detect.
Recent years have seen much work on static analysis of probabilistic programs, where the aim

is to formally prove temporal or input/output properties by analyzing the source code directly and
instead of repeatedly sampling randomized executions of probabilistic programs. There have been
significant developments on static analysis with respect to termination [1, 20, 25–27, 56, 63], reach-
ability [75], safety [8, 16, 17, 28, 73], cost [67, 81, 83], input/output [30], runtime [60], productivity
for infinite streams [3], sensitivity [2, 9, 82] or differential privacy [4] properties.

Equivalence and similarity refutation. In this work, we focus on relational analysis of prob-
abilistic programs. The goal of relational analysis is to prove properties of pairs of probabilistic
programs. A prominent example of relational property is equivalence: two probabilistic programs
are equivalent if they define the same output distributions. In this paper, we consider static analysis
of equivalence and similarity of output distributions of probabilistic program pairs. Equivalence
and similarity are two fundamental properties of probabilistic programming systems that are es-
sential for their correctness both in implementation and in compilation. We study the following two
problems:

(1) Equivalence refutation problem. Given a pair of probabilistic programs, prove that their
output distributions are not equivalent (a notion formally defined in Section 4).

(2) Similarity refutation problem. Given a pair of probabilistic programs, prove a lower bound
on Kantorovich distance [80] between their output distributions (we formally define Kan-
torovich distance and discuss its relation to other distances in Sections 3.3 and 4).

Relevance. Equivalence checking and refutation are crucial for ensuring probabilistic program
correctness or for bug detection. For instance, if we have two different implementations of a prob-
abilistic model or two randomized algorithms designed to solve a given problem, the equivalence
refutation analysis allows us to detect whether the two probabilistic programs give rise to different
output distributions [65]. Such an analysis allows, e.g., bug detection in samplers from probability
distributions [21] or in implementations of cryptographic protocols [12]. Equivalence refutation
analysis also allows bug detection in probabilistic program compilers. For instance, it was observed
by [38] that a 10-line probabilistic program in Stan [43] executes over 6000 lines of code of Stan
implementation. Hence, detecting compilation bugs by testing may be a challenging task even
for small programs. Static equivalence refutation analysis allows bug detection in compilation by
comparing the source code to its intermediate representation without program execution.
While equivalence refutation analysis only proves that output distributions of two programs are

not equivalent, similarity analysis provides more fine-grained information and quantifies the differ-
ence between two output distributions (e.g., the difference between the output distribution induced
by a sampler and the ground probability distribution whose samples we wish to generate [21]).

Prior work. Equivalence and similarity are relational properties that are defined with respect to a
program pair. The prior work on relational reasoning about probabilistic programs focused on de-
veloping logical systems for such reasoning [33] rather than on automation; or on sensitivity anal-
ysis [2, 4, 9, 10, 54, 82], whose aims and assumptions differ from equivalence analysis (see Section 8
for detailed discussion). Automated methods for formal analysis of probabilistic program equiva-
lence have been developed for finite-state probabilistic systems [13, 58, 65]. However, probabilistic
programs defined over real or integer-valued variables or containing sampling from continuous
probability distributions (such as normal or uniform) all give rise to infinite-state programs.
On the other hand, there is a huge body of work on sampling-based statistical testing of equiv-

alence and similarity of two probability distributions [15, 22], see [19] for a survey. While these
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methods provide extremely useful information and do not impose syntactic restrictions on proba-
bility distributions that they can analyze, they suffer from two key limitations. First, guarantees on
the correctness of their analyses are statistical, meaning that there is always a non-zero probabil-
ity that the analysis results are incorrect. Second, sampling-based methods suffer from scalability
issues if the probabilistic program needs to be executed for a long time. For instance, the two pro-
grams in Figure 1 both consist of 7 lines of code; however, each execution of either of the two
programs requires millions of samples from uniform distribution. Static analysis methods would
be much more appropriate for analyzing equivalence or similarity of such programs.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has proposed an automated method for equiva-

lence and similarity refutation analyses in infinite-state probabilistic programs that provide formal
guarantees on the correctness of their results.

Our approach – automated formal analysis via expectation martingales. We present a new
method for static equivalence and similarity refutation analyses of probabilistic program pairs. To
the best of our knowledge, we present the first method that provides the following desired features:

(1) Automation. Our method is fully automated.
(2) Infinite-state programs. Our method is applicable to infinite-state probabilistic programs.
(3) Formal guarantees. Our method provides formal guarantees on the correctness of its results.

Technical challenges. Given two programs, our method refutes their equivalence by computing
a function 5 over their output variables such that the expected value of 5 at the output of the
two programs differs. Our method searches for such a function by computing it simultaneously
with an upper expectation supermartingale (UESM) for the first program and a lower expectation
submartingale (LESM) for the second program. UESMs and LESMs, notions similar to cost super-
martingales [83] or super- and sub-invariants [52] (see Remark 1 for a comparison), provide sound
proof rules for deriving upper and lower bounds on the expected value of a function on program
output in probabilistic programs. We show that UESMs and LESMs together with the function 5

over outputs provide sound proof rules for refuting equivalence and similarity of programs. To
the best of our knowledge, no martingale-based approach has been used in prior work for static
analysis of relational properties of probabilistic program pairs. The non-trivial challenge is to si-
multaneously compute the function 5 , along with two martingales (one submartingale and other
supermatingale), which we achieve via a constraint solving-based approach.

Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) To our best knowledge, we present the first method for static equivalence and similarity

refutation of probabilistic program pairs, which is automated, applicable to infinite-state
probabilistic programs and provides formal guarantees on the correctness of its results.

(2) We formulate sound proof rules for equivalence and similarity refutation via UESMs and LESMs.
(3) We present fully automated algorithms for equivalence and similarity refutation analyses

in probabilistic programs, based on the above proof rules. The algorithms simultaneously
compute a UESM and an LESM for two probabilistic programs together with a function
over their output variables. They are applicable to numerical probabilistic programs with
polynomial arithmetic expressions that may contain sampling instructions from both dis-
crete and continuous probability distributions. Moreover, our method and our algorithm
for similarity refutation are also applicable to other distance metrics, such as Total Varia-
tion (TV), which can be reduced to the Kantorovich distance (see Section 3.3 for details).

(4) Our experimental evaluation demonstrates the ability of our method to refute equivalence
and compute lower bounds on Kantorovich distance for a variety of program pairs.
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sent = 0, fail = 0
ℓinit:while sent ≤ 8 000 000 and fail ≤ 0:
ℓ1: if prob(0.999):
ℓ2: sent = sent + 1
ℓ3: else:

ℓ4: fail = 1
ℓout:return sent

sent = 0, fail = 0
ℓinit:while sent ≤ 9 000 000 and fail ≤ 0:
ℓ1: if prob(0.9995):
ℓ2: sent = sent + 1
ℓ3: else:

ℓ4: fail = 1
ℓout:return sent

Fig. 1. Transmission protocol example.

2 OVERVIEW

We start by presenting an overview of our approach and illustrating it on the probabilistic program
pair in Figure 1. We first overview our method for solving the equivalence refutation problem, and
then show how our method can be extended to also solve the similarity refutation problem. We
provide two more motivating examples for the equivalence and the similarity refutation problems
in Section A in the Supplementary material.

Example 2.1 (Simple programs with long execution times). Consider the probabilistic program
pair in Figure 1. Each program models a simplified network protocol [16, 53] which aims to trans-
mit n packets from the receiver to the sender. However, each packet may be lost with probability p,
and the transmission stops whenever some packet is lost. For the program in Figure 1 left, we have
n = 8 000 000 and p = 0.001 as in [16]. On the other hand, the protocol in Figure 1 right transmits
n = 9 000 000 packets with loss probability p = 0.0005. Both programs output the number sent of
successfully transmitted packets, hence the output distribution of each program is the probability
distribution of the value of sent upon termination.
One easily sees that these two programs do not define equivalent output distributions. However,

using sampling-based statistical testing to deduce this would be extremely inefficient. Indeed, sam-
pling a single execution of either program requires n = 8 000 000 or n = 9 000 000 samples from
Bernoulli distribution, respectively. A static analysis approach that does not need to sample pro-
gram executions would be much more appropriate for refuting equivalence in this example.

Requirements. In the sequel, we consider a pair of probabilistic programs and assume that they
satisfy the following requirements. First, we assume that the programs share a common set of
output variables +out. This is necessary for the output distributions to be defined over the same
space so that they can be compared. Second, we assume that both programs are almost-surely
terminating, so that their output distributions are indeed probability distributions.

Equivalence refutation. Let E`1 and E`2 denote the expectation operators over output distribu-
tions defined by two probabilistic programs. Our method refutes equivalence by searching for a
function 5 : R|+out | → R that maps program outputs to real numbers, whose expected values over
two output distributions are not equal, i.e. E`1 [5 ] ≠ E`2 [5 ].
To find such a function 5 , our method simultaneously searches for an upper expectation su-

permartingale (UESM) for the first program and a lower expectation submartingale (LESM) for the
second program, notions that we formally define in Section 5. For a probabilistic program and a
function 5 over its outputs, a UESM for 5 (resp. LESM for 5 ) provides a sound proof rule for deriv-
ing an upper bound (resp. lower bound) of the expected value of 5 on program output. Hence, in
order to refute equivalence, our method searches for

(1) a function 5 : R|+out | → R over program outputs,
(2) an UESM for 5 in the first program, and
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(3) an LESM for 5 in the second program,
such that the upper bound on E`1 [5 ] implied by the UESM is strictly smaller than the lower bound
on E`2 [5 ] by by the LESM. In Section 5, we show that these three objects together formally certify
that E`1 [5 ] ≠ E`2 [5 ] and thus that the output distributions of two programs are not equivalent.
Note that searching for a function 5 over outputs whose expectation differs in the two programs

yields both sound and complete proof rule for refuting equivalence of output distributions. Indeed,
we will prove soundness in Section 5 as stated above. On the other hand, for completeness, suppose
that two output distributions are not equivalent. Then, there exists an event � over outputs such
that %`1 [�] ≠ %`2 [�]. Hence, with 5 being the indicator function � (�), we have �`1 [� (�)] ≠

�`2 [� (�)].

Upper and lower expectation martingales. Consider a probabilistic program and a function 5

over its outputs. Intuitively, an upper expectation supermartingale (UESM) for 5 is a function * 5

that assigns a real value to each program state (comprising of a location in the code and program
variable values), which is required to satisfy the following two conditions:

(1) Zero on output The function * 5 is equal to zero on termination, i.e. * 5 (B) = 0 for every
reachable terminal state B in the program.

(2) Expected 5 -decrease In every step of program computation, an increase in the value of
5 is matched in expectation by the decrease in the value of* 5 . That is, for every reachable
state B in the program, we have * 5 (B) − E[* 5 (B

′)] ≥ E[5 ((B′)out)] − 5 (Bout).
Here, we use the standard primed notation from program analysis: B′ denotes the probabilistically
chosen successor of the state B upon one computational step of the program. Also, Bout and (B′)out

denote the output variable valuations defined by states B and B′.
The expected 5 -decrease condition can be rewritten as * 5 (B) ≥ E[* 5 (B

′)] + E[5 ((B′)out)] −

5 (Bout). Intuitively, * 5 (B) is an upper bound on the expected difference between the value of 5
in the current state (which is 5 (Bout)) and upon termination (which is a random variable over the
output distribution of paths starting from B).
Lower expectation submartingales (LESMs) are defined similarly, with the only difference being

that the expected 5 -decrease is replaced by the dual 5 -increase (by replacing ≥ with ≤).
We formally define UESMs and LESMs in Section 5. Furthermore, we prove that a UESM in the

initial state of the program evaluates to an upper bound on the difference between the expected
value of 5 on output and the value of 5 in the initial program state (subject to at least one of the
so-called “Optional Stopping Theorem” conditions being satisfied, see Section 5 for details); and du-
ally for LESMs. Hence, U/LESMs provide a sound proof rule for computing upper/lower bounds on
the expected value of a function defined over program outputs. The names of UESMs and LESMs
emphasize their connection to supermartingale and submartingale processes in probability the-
ory, respectively [84], which lie at the core of soundness proofs of our proof rules. Intuitively,
supermartingales (resp. submartingales) are a class of stochastic processes that decrease (resp. in-
crease) in expected value upon every one-step evolution of the process. In particular, in the case
of UESMs, we see from the above definition that the sum of * 5 and 5 intuitively behaves like a
supermartingale, and similarly for LESMs and submartingales.

Example 2.2. Consider the programs shown in Figure 1 with output variables sent and fail.
Define the function 5 (sent, fail) = sent− fail over the outputs of programs. Furthermore, define
the functions * 5 mapping states in the left program to reals and !5 mapping states in the right
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program to reals via (as computed by our tool in Section 7, rounded to one decimal)

* 5

©«
ℓ,

sent,

fail

ª®®¬
=




998 − 998 · fail, if ℓ = ℓinit

998 − 997 · fail, if ℓ = ℓ1

999 − 998 · fail, if ℓ = ℓ2

−1 + fail, if ℓ = ℓ3

−1 + fail, if ℓ = ℓ4

0, if ℓ = ℓout

!5
©«

ℓ,

sent,

fail

ª®®¬
=




1997.5 − 1997.5 · fail, if ℓ = ℓinit

1997.5 − 1996.5 · fail, if ℓ = ℓ1

1998.5 − 1997.5 · fail, if ℓ = ℓ2

−1 + fail, if ℓ = ℓ3

−1 + fail, if ℓ = ℓ4

0, if ℓ = ℓout

Since both functions are equal to 0 at all reachable output states, it follows that they both satisfy the
Zero on output condition. Furthermore, one can check by inspection that* 5 satisfies the Expected
5 -decrease condition in the program on the left, and that !5 satisfies the Expected 5 -increase
condition in the program on the right. Hence,* 5 is an example of an UESM for 5 in the program
in the left, and !5 is an example of an LESM for 5 in the program in the right.

UESMs and LESMs for equivalence refutation. To refute equivalence of two probabilistic pro-
grams, our method computes (1) a function 5 over probabilistic program outputs, (2) an UESM* 1

5

for 5 in the first program, and (3) an LESM !2
5
for 5 in the second program, such that

* 5 (B
1
init) + 5 ((B

1
init)

out) < !5 (B
2
init) + 5 ((B

2
init)

out),

where B1init and B
2
init are the initial states of the first and the second program, respectively. Note that

the choice of computing UESMs for the first program and LESMs for the second program rather
than the opposite is made without loss of generality. Indeed, by simply negating the function 5 ,
an UESM for 5 becomes an LESM for −5 and vice-versa. We formalize our proof rule for the
equivalence refutation problem and prove its soundness in Section 5.3.

Example 2.3. Consider again the programs in Figure 1 and the function 5 , the UESM * 5 , and
the LESM !5 defined in Example 2.2. The initial state of the programs satisfies sent = fail = 0.
Hence,

* 5 (B
1
init) + 5 ((B

1
init)

out) = 998 < 1997.5 = !5 (B
2
init) + 5 ((B

2
init)

out).

Hence, our method refutes equivalence of output distributions of programs in Figure 1.

Automation: Simultaneous synthesis. The key challenge in automating the aforementioned
idea is the effective computation of the function over outputs, the UESM and the LESM. Note that
these objects cannot be computed separately – the computation must be guided by the objective
of obtaining 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
such that* 5 (B

1
init) + 5 ((B

1
init)

out) < !5 (B
2
init) + 5 ((B

2
init)

out).

We solve this challenge by employing a constraint-solving-based approach to compute these
three objects simultaneously. While our theoretical results apply to the general arithmetic prob-
abilistic programs, our automated method is applicable to probabilistic program pairs in which
all arithmetic expressions are polynomials over program variables. It first fixes a polynomial tem-
plate for 5 by fixing a symbolic polynomial expression over output variables +out. It also fixes
polynomial templates for the UESM in the first program and the LESM in the second program
by fixing one symbolic polynomial expression over program variables at each location of each
program. The defining conditions of the UESM and the LESM are then encoded as constraints
over the symbolic template variables. In addition, we add the equivalence refutation constraint
* 5 (B

1
init) + 5 ((B

1
init)

out) < !5 (B
2
init) + 5 ((B

2
init)

out. This results in a system of constraints whose every
solution gives rise to a concrete instance of 5 , * 1

5
and !2

5
that refute equivalence. Our synthesis

then proceeds by solving the resulting system of constraints.
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Note that considering 5 , * 1
5
and !2

5
specified in terms of polynomials over program variables

allows us to capture both expectations as well as higher moments of any random variable defined
in terms of a polynomial expression over program variables in the output probability space of each
program. We present our algorithm in Section 6.

Extension to similarity refutation. Our method for solving the equivalence refutation problem
can be adapted to the similarity refutation problem. In particular, if we additionally require that
the function 5 is 1-Lipschitz continuous, we show that

!5 (B
2
init) + 5 ((B

2
init)

out) −* 5 (B
1
init) − 5 ((B1init)

out)

evaluates to a lower bound on the Kantorovich distance between the output distributions of the two
programs.We omit the details in order to keep this overview non-technical.We define Kantorovich
distance and Lipschitz continuity in Section 3.3, prove the soundness of UESMs and LESMs for
proving lower bounds on Kantorovich distance in Section 5.3 and show how to impose the addi-
tional 1-Lipschitz continuity condition in our automated synthesis procedure in Section 6.

Example 2.4. Going back to the probabilistic program pair in Figure 1 and Examples 2.2 and 2.3,
since the function 5 (sent, fail) = sent−fail is 1-Lipschitz with respect to the !1-distance over
R
2, it immediately follows from our result in Example 2.3 that the Kantorovich distance between

output distributions of these programs is bounded from below by

!5 (B
2
init) + 5 ((B

2
init)

out) −* 5 (B
1
init) + 5 ((B

1
init)

out) = 1997.5 − 998 = 999.5.

Limitations. While our experimental results demonstrate the applicability of our method to a
wide range of probabilistic program pairs, our approach has several limitations:

(1) Currently, our approach does not support programs with conditioning.
(2) In general, the lower bounds on the Kantorovich distance of output distributions computed

by our approach might not be tight.
(3) From a practical perspective, the performance of our automated method is dependent on

the quality of supporting linear invariants generated for both programs. In our approach,
these are computed by off-the-shelf invariant generators. See Section 7 for details.

Remark 1 (Martingale-based approach torelational analysis). Martingale-based approach
has been widely studied for static analysis of probabilistic programs, and UESMs and LESMs used in
our approach are based on cost supermartingales [83] or super- and sub-invariants for expectation
bounds [52] in single programs. In contrast to these concepts, our key differences are: (a) we consider
proof rules for relational analysis of equivalence and similarity properties of program pairs; (b) we
consider proof rules based on both super- and submartingales; (c) we consider the two types of mar-
tingales (UESMs and LESMs) simultaneously; and (d) in addition to synthesizing a supermartingale
and a submartingale, we also need to simultaneously synthesize a function 5 on outputs with respect
to which the UESM and the LESM are defined.
Furthermore, our results on UESMs and LESMs subsume and unify the results of [52, 83]. Moreover,

while [52] make the assumption of non-negative program variables and leave the generalization to
programs with both positive and negative variables as a direction of future work [52, page 26], our
UESM/LESMs apply to both positive and negative variables under the same assumptions as in [52]. The
non-negative variables assumption is also imposed by the methods [7, 81] for automated computation
of bounds on expected values, whereas our UESM/LESMs are applicable to programs with both positive
and negative variables. More detailed discussion of the differences is provided in Section 5.2.
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3 PRELIMINARIES

We use boldface notation for vectors, e.g. x, y, etc. An 8-component of vector x is denoted by x[8].
For an =-dimensional vector x, index 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =, and number 0 we denote by x(8 ← 0) the vector
y s.t. y[8] = 0 and y[ 9 ] = x[ 9 ] for all 1 ≤ 9 ≤ = s.t. 9 ≠ 8 . Throughout the paper, we work with
vectors representing valuations of variables of some program.We assume some canonical ordering
of the variables, denoting them G1, G2, G3, . . ., though in our examples we use aliases G,~, I, . . . for
better readability. Hence, for a program with = variables G1, . . . , G=, the number x[8] denotes the
value of variable G8 in valuation x ∈ R= .

We will operate with some basic notions of probability theory, such as probability space, random
variable, expected value, etc. We review the formal definitions of these notions in Section C of the
Supplementary material. We use the term probability distribution interchangeably with probability
measure, particularly when the underlying sample space is (some subset of) an Euclidean space
R
= . For a finite or countable set �, we denote by P(�) the set of all probability distributions on �.

3.1 Program Syntax

Imperative-style syntax.We consider imperative arithmetic programs consisting of standard pro-
gramming constructs: variable assignments, sequential composition, conditional branching, and
loops. Right-hand sides of variable assignments are formed by expressions built from constants,
program variables and Borel-measurable arithmetic operators (Borel measurability [84] is a stan-
dard assumption in probabilistic program analysis that is satisfied by all standard arithmetical
operators). We denote by � (x) the value of expression � in valuation x and assume � (x) to be
well-defined for all valuations x. The guards of loops and conditional statements consist of predi-
cates. A predicate Ψ is a logical formula obtained by a finite number of applications of conjunction,
disjunction, and negation operations on atomic predicates of the form �1 ≤ �2, where �1, �2 are
expressions. We denote by x |= Ψ the fact that a predicate Ψ is satisfied by the valuation x.

Probabilistic instructions. Our programs also admit two types of probabilistic statements. The
first is probabilistic branching, in our examples represented by the command if prob(?) then ... else ....
Upon the execution of such a statement, the program enters the if-branch with probability ? and
the else-branch with probability 1 − ? . The second is sampling of a variable value from a given
probability distribution, represented by the sample(. . . ) statement in our examples. We allow sam-
pling from both discrete and continuous probability distributions. In this work, we do not consider
conditioning on observations.
Figure 1 shows the typical form of the programs we work with. However, our algorithm works

with a more abstract and operational representation of programs called probabilistic control-flow
graphs (pCFGs). The use of pCFGs is standard in probabilistic program analysis [1, 25], hence we
use them as the primary syntactical representation of programs.

Probabilistic control-flow graphs. A probabilistic control-flow graph (pCFG) is an ordered tuple
C = (L,+ ,+out, ℓinit, xinit, ↦→,�,Up), where:
• L is a finite set of locations;
• + = {G1, . . . , G |+ | } is a finite set of program variables;
• +out = {G1, . . . , G |+out | } ⊆ + is a finite set of output variables;
• ℓinit ∈ L is the initial program location and xinit ∈ R

|+ | is the initial variable valuation;
• ↦→ ⊆ L×P(L) is a finite set of transitions. For each transition g = (ℓ, Pr), we say that ℓ is its
source location and that Pr : L→ [0, 1] is a probability distribution over successor locations.
• � is a map assigning to each transition g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→ a guard � (g), which is a predicate
over + specifying whether g can be executed.
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• Up is a map assigning to each transition g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→ an update Up(g) = ( 9 ,D) where
9 ∈ {1, . . . , |+ |} is a target variable index and D is an update element which can be:
– the bottom element D = ⊥, denoting no update;
– a Borel-measurable arithmetic expression D : R|+ | → R, denoting deterministic up-

date;
– a probability distribution D = X , denoting that variable value is sampled according to
X .

We assume the existence of a special terminal location ℓout . Terminal location ℓout only has one
outgoing self-loop transition g = (ℓout, Pr) with Pr (ℓout ) = 1,� (g) ≡ true and no variable update.
We require that each location ℓ has at least one outgoing transition and that the disjunction

of guards of all transitions outgoing from ℓ is equivalent to true, i.e.
∨

g=(;,_) � (g) ≡ true. These
assumptions ensure that it is always possible to execute at least one transition and are imposed
without loss of generality as we may always introduce an additional transition from ℓ to ℓout . We
also require that guards of two distinct transitions g1 and g2 outgoing from ℓ aremutually exclusive,
i.e.� (g1)∧� (g2) ≡ false, to ensure that there is no non-determinism in the programming language.

3.2 Program Semantics

We use operational semantics that views each pCFG as a (general state space) Markov process. This
approach is standard in probabilistic program analysis [25, 56]. Towards the end of the subsection,
we define the output distribution of a probabilistic program.

States, paths and runs. A state in a pCFG C is a tuple (ℓ, x), where ℓ is a location in C and
x ∈ R|+ | is a variable valuation. A transition g = (ℓ, Pr) is enabled at a state (ℓ′, x) if ℓ = ℓ′ and
x |= � (g). A state (ℓ′, x′) is a successor of (ℓ, x), if there exists an enabled transition g = (ℓ, Pr) in
C such that Pr (ℓ′) > 0 and we can obtain x′ by applying the update of g to x. The state (ℓinit , xinit)
is the initial state. A state (ℓ, x) is said to be terminal, if ℓ = ℓout . We use StateC to denote the set of
all states in C.
A finite path in C is a sequence (ℓ0, x0), (ℓ1, x1), . . . , (ℓ: , x: ) of states with (ℓ0, x0) = (ℓinit , xinit)

and with (ℓ8+1, x8+1) being a successor of (ℓ8 , x8 ) for each 0 ≤ 8 ≤ : − 1. A state (ℓ, x) is reachable
in C if there exists a finite path in C whose last state is (ℓ, x). A run (or an execution) in C is an
infinite sequence of states whose each finite prefix is a finite path. We use FpathC and RunC to
denote the set of all finite paths and all runs in C, respectively. We also use ReachC to denote the
set of all reachable states in C.

Next valuation function. Let g ∈ ↦→ be a transition and x a valuation. By Next (g, x) we denote
a random vector representing the successor valuation after g is taken in a state whose current
valuation is x. Formally, let (8,D) = Up(g). Then Next (g, x) [ 9 ] = x[ 9 ] for all variable indices
1 ≤ 9 ≤ |+ | with 9 ≠ 8 that are not updated by the transition, and

Next (g, x) [8] =




x[8] if D = ⊥,

D (x) if D is a Borel-measurable arithmetic expression,

-X if D = X is a probability distribution

(here -X is a random variable following the distribution X).

Semantics of pCFGs.A pCFG C defines a discrete-time Markov process taking values in the set of
states of C, whose trajectories correspond to runs in C. Intuitively, the process starts in the initial
state (ℓinit , xinit ) and in each time step it samples the next state along the run from the probability
distribution defined by the current state. Suppose that, at time step 8 , the process is in the state
(ℓ8 , x8 ). The next state (ℓ8+1, x8+1) is chosen as follows:
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• Let g = (ℓ8 , Pr8) be the unique transition enabled at (ℓ8 , x8). Recall, our assumptions on
pCFGs ensure that at each state in C there is a unique enabled transition.
• Sample the successor location ℓ8+1 from the probability distribution Pr8 .
• Sample a value of the random vector Next (g, x8 ) to get x8+1.

The above intuition can be formalized by a construction of a probability space whose sample
space is RunC . The construction is standard (see, e.g., [64]) and we omit it. We denote by PC

the probability measure over the runs of C which results from this construction and which thus
formally captures the dynamics intuitively explained above.

Termination.Our equivalence analysis is restricted to probabilistic programs that terminate almost-
surely. This is both a conceptual assumption since we want our probabilistic programs to de-
fine valid probability distributions over their outputs, and also a technical assumption required
by our approach. Given a pCFG C, a run d = (ℓ0, x0), (ℓ1, x1), · · · ∈ RunC is terminating if it
reaches some terminal state. We use Term ⊆ RunC to denote the set of all terminating runs in
RunC . A pCFG C terminates almost-surely (a.s.) if PC [Term] = 1. Automated almost-sure termi-
nation proving for linear and polynomial arithmetic probabilistic programs can be achieved by
synthesizing a ranking supermartingale (RSM) [20, 23, 25]. We define the termination time of d via
TimeTerm(d) = inf 8≥0{8 | ℓ8 = ℓout }, with TimeTerm(d) = ∞ if d is not terminating.

Output distribution. Every a.s. terminating pCFG defines a probability distribution over its out-
puts. For every variable valuation x ∈ R|+ | , let xout be the projection of x to the components
corresponding to variables in +out . Then, for a terminating run d that reaches a terminal state
(ℓout, x), we say that xout is its output variable valuation (or, simply, its output). An a.s. terminating
pCFG C defines a probability distribution over the space of all output variable valuations R|+out | as
follows. For each Borel-measurable subset � ⊆ R|+out | , we define

Output (�) =
{
d ∈ RunC | d reaches a terminal state (ℓout, x) with xout ∈ �

}
.

A output distribution `C of C is defined by putting

`C [�] = PC
[
Output (�)

]
for each Borel-measurable subset � of R|+out | . Since C is a.s. terminating, we have `C [R|+out |] = 1.

3.3 Kantorovich distance of probability distributions

Tomeasure the similarity of output distributions, we use the established Kantorovich distance (also
known as 1-Wasserstein distance). The definition of this distance is parameterized by a choice of
a metric in R|+out | ; this is an Euclidean space and thus can be equipped with a number of standard
metrics such as as discrete, !1 (i.e. Manhattan), !2 (i.e. Euclidean) or !∞ (i.e. uniform).
The standard, "primal", definition of Kantorovich distance [80] between two distributions `1, `2 ,

which involves couplings between the two distributions, is somewhat technical and we omit it.
However, since we consider distances of R|+out | -valued distributions, we can use an equivalent
dual definition, which we present below.

Kantorovich distance: definition. The Kantorovich distance is only well-defined for pairs of

distributions that have finite firstmomentsw.r.t. the underlyingmetric. Given ametric3 : R|+out |
2
→

R≥0, we say that a probability measure ` has a finite first moment w.r.t. 3 if there exists x0 ∈ R|+out |

s.t. the function 6x0 : R
|+out | → R≥0 defined by 6x0 (x) = 3 (x0, x) satisfies E` [6x0 ] < ∞. Note that

due to the triangle inequality property of metrics, E` [6x0 ] < ∞ iff E` [6y] < ∞ for all y ∈ R|+out | .

Definition 3.1 (Kantorovich distance of output distributions). Let C1, C2 be two pCFGs with the
same set of output variables +out . Further, let 3 be a metric in R|+out | such that `C1 and `C2 have
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finite first moments w.r.t. 3 . The Kantorovich (or 1-Wasserstein) distance between `C1 and `C2 is
defined via

K3 (`
C1 , `C2 ) = sup

5 ∈!1
3
(R|+out | )

���E`1 [5 ] − E`2 [5 ]���,
where

!13 (R
|+out |) =

{
5 : R|+out | → R

��� |5 (G) − 5 (~) | ≤ 3 (G,~) for all G,~ ∈ Ω
}

is the set of all 1-Lipschitz continuous functions defined over the metric space (R|+out | , 3), and E`1
and E`2 denote expectation operators with respect to `1 and `2.

When defined with respect to the discrete metric (which assigns 0 distance to pairs of identi-
cal elements and unit distance to all distinct pairs), Kantorovich distance is equal to another well
known distance of probability distributions: the Total Variation distance [80], which has been pre-
viously used in verification of finite-state probabilistic systems [31, 57]. Moreover, for finite-state
probabilistic models, the notion of simulation distance is based on the notion of optimal trans-
port [61, 77], and Kantorovich distance generalizes this notion to infinite-state models. The survey
paper [35] gives an overview of various uses of Kantorovich distance in probabilistic verification.

4 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In what follows, let C1and C2 be two pCFGs. Since we can only compare two probability distri-
butions if they are defined over the same space, we require that the two pCFGs share a common
output variable set +out . Furthermore, we assume that both C1 and C2 are a.s. terminating.

4.1 Equivalence Refutation Problem

We say that C1 and C2 are output equivalent, if for every Borel-measurable set � ⊆ R|+out | we have

`C1 [�] = `C2 [�] . (1)

(Recall that `C1 and `C2 denote output distributions of C1 and C2, respectively.)

Problem 1 (Equivalence refutation problem). Given two a.s. terminating pCFGs C1 and C2
with the same output variable set +out, prove that C1 and C2 are not output equivalent.

4.2 Similarity Refutation Problem

The similarity refutation problem is parameterized by a metric over the output space which gives
rise to a Kantorovich distance of distributions over this space. Our theoretical results in this work
are applicable to any metric. Our algorithmic approach will consider standard metrics such as
discrete, !1 (i.e. Manhattan), !2 (i.e. Euclidean) or !∞ (i.e. uniform). We provide the definition of
each of these metrics in Section F in the Supplementary material.
Let 3 be a metric over R|+out | such that the output distributions `C1 , `C2 have finite first moments

w.r.t. 3 . We say that C1 and C2 are n-output close, if

K3

(
`C1 , `C2

)
< n. (2)

The definition of the similarity refutation problem follows straightforwardly.

Problem 2 (Similarity refutation problem). Given two a.s. terminating pCFGs C1 and C2
with the same output variable set +out, a metric 3 over R|+out | such that `C1 and `C2 have finite
first moments w.r.t 3 , and n > 0, prove that C1 and C2 are not n-output close.
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Finite first moment assumption. The Similarity refutation problem assumes that the output
distributions of the two programs have finite first moments w.r.t. the output state metric. Our
algorithm (see Section 6) checks this assumption (or more precisely, its sufficient conditions) auto-
matically. Section B in the supplementary material contains a discussion of what to do when we
aim to analyze a pair of programs that violate the assumption.

5 MARTINGALE-BASED REFUTATION RULES

Our approach to equivalence and similarity refutation is based on the notions of upper and lower
expectation supermartingales, which generalize and unify cost supermartingales [83] and super/sub-
invariants [52]. Given an a.s. terminating probabilistic program and a function 5 over its out-
put variables, upper expectation supermartingales provide a sound proof rule for deriving upper
bounds on the expected value of 5 at output in probabilistic programs, and similarly for lower
expectation submartingales and lower bounds.
In this section, we start by fixing the necessary terminology. Then, we state proof rules which

subsume and unify the proof rules of [52, 83]. Finally, we state our proof rules for equivalence and
similarity refutation in probabilistic program pairs.

5.1 Expectation Supermartingales and Submartingales: Definition

State and predicate functions, invariants. Let C = (L,+ ,+out, ℓinit , xinit, ↦→,�,Up) be a pCFG:
• A state function [ in C is a function which to each location ℓ ∈ L assigns a Borel-measurable
function[ (ℓ) : R|+ | → R over programvariables.We interchangeably use[ (ℓ) (x) and[ (ℓ, x).
• A predicate function Π in C is a function which to each location ℓ ∈ L assigns a predicate

Π(ℓ) over program variables. It naturally induces a set of states {(ℓ, x) | x |= Π(ℓ)}. With
a slight abuse of notation, we also use Π to refer to this set of states.
• A predicate function Π is an invariant if Π contains all reachable states in C, i.e. if for each
reachable state (ℓ, x) ∈ ReachC we have x |= � (ℓ).

Upper expectation supermartingales.Wenowdefine upper expectation supermartingales (UESMs).
Consider a pCFG C and let 5 : R|+out | → R be a Borel-measurable function over its outputs. A
UESM for 5 is a state function * 5 that satisfies certain conditions in every reachable state.
Since it is generally not feasible to compute the set of all reachable states in a program, we define

UESMswith respect to a supporting invariant that over-approximates the set of all reachable states.
This is done with later automation in mind, and our algorithmic approach in Section 6 will first
automatically synthesize this supporting invariant (or, alternatively, invariants can be provided by
the user) before proceeding to the synthesis of an UESM. Example 2.2 shows an example UESM.

Definition 5.1 (Upper expectation supermartingale (UESM)). LetC = (L,+ ,+out, ℓinit, xinit, ↦→,�,Up)

be an a.s. terminating pCFG, � be an invariant in C and 5 : R|+out | → R be a Borel-measurable func-
tion over the output variables of C. An upper expectation supermartingale (UESM) for 5 with respect
to the invariant � is a state function * 5 satisfying the following two conditions:

(1) Zero on output. For every x |= � (ℓout ), we have * 5 (ℓout, x) = 0.
(2) Expected 5 -decrease. For every location ℓ ∈ L , transition g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→, and valuation x

s.t. x |= � (ℓ) ∧� (g), we require the following: for N = Next (g, x) it holds

* 5 (ℓ, x) ≥
∑
ℓ ′∈L

Pr (ℓ′) · E[* 5 (ℓ
′,N) + 5 (Nout)] − 5 (xout) (3)

(where Nout is the projection of the random vector N onto the +out-indexed components).
Intuitively, this condition requires that, in any step of computation, any increase in the
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5 -value of the current valuation (projected onto the output variables) is matched, in expec-
tation, by the decrease of the * 5 -value.

Lower expectation submartingales. A lower expectation submartingale is defined analogously
as an UESM, with the expected 5 -decrease condition replaced by the dual expected 5 -increase
condition. Example 2.2 shows an example LESM.

Definition 5.2 (Lower expectation submartingale (LESM)). Let C = (L,+ ,+out, ℓinit, xinit, ↦→,�,Up)

be an a.s. terminating pCFG, � be an invariant in C and 5 : R|+out | → R be a Borel-measurable func-
tion over the output variables of C. A lower expectation submartingale (LESM) for 5 with respect
to the invariant � is a state function !5 satisfying the following two conditions:

(1) Zero on output. For every x |= � (ℓout ), we have !5 (ℓout , x) = 0.
(2) Expected 5 -increase. For every location ℓ ∈ L , transition g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→, and valuation x

s.t. x |= � (ℓ) ∧� (g), we require the following: for N = Next (g, x) it holds

!5 (ℓ, x) ≤
∑
ℓ ′∈L

Pr (ℓ′) · E[!5 (ℓ
′,N) + 5 (Nout)] − 5 (xout ). (4)

5.2 Expectation Bounds via U/LESMs

In this subsection, we state Theorem 5.4, which shows that under certain conditions, a U/LESM for
a function 5 provides an upper/lower bound on the expected value of 5 at output. The theorem is
used to prove soundness of our proof rules for equivalence and similarity refutation in Section 5.3.
The result of Theorem 5.4 subsumes and unifies the proof rules of [52, 83]. Both these papers

use Optional Stopping Theorem (OST) [84] to formulate conditions under which U/LESMs provide
sound proof rules for computing expectation bounds. The proof rule of [52] uses the classical
OST [84] (though only for lower bounds, see the discussion below), whereas the work of [83]
derives what they call Extended OST to relax and replace some of the classical OST conditions.
Our approach to the formulation and proof of Theorem 5.4 differs from the proof rules in [52, 83]

in the following aspects: First, in [83], the upper/lower cost supermartingales provided bounds on
the expected value of a single cost variable whereas we consider arbitrary functions of the output
variables. Second, the approach in [52] considers functions 5 taking values in the non-negative
and extended real interval [0,∞]. In such a case, the space of all such functions forms a complete
lattice, which allows the use of Park induction [69] to obtain upper bounds. In contrast, we work
with functions taking values in (−∞,∞), which precludes such approach. We need to work with
the co-domain (−∞,∞) to achieve automation: our algorithm, presented in Section 6, works with
functions represented via polynomials, which in general have this co-domain. Hence, we use OST
for both upper and lower bounds.
We start by stating the conditions under which U/LESMs provide the required bounds, which we

call theOST-soundness conditions. The first three conditions are conditions imposed by the classical
OST [84], whereas the fourth condition is imposed by the Extended OST [83]. In the following, we
use the notion of conditional expectation. For the sake of brevity, we omit its formal definition.
Intuitively, when dealing with a pCFG C and a random variable - over the runs of C, we denote
by � [- | FC ] the conditional expected value of - given the knowledge of the first C steps of C’s run.

Definition 5.3 (OST-soundness). Let C be a pCFG, [ be a state function in C, and 5 : R|+out | → R

be a Borel measurable function. Denote by /8 (d) the 8-the state along a run d , and let .8 be defined
by .8 := [ (/8) + 5 (X

out
8 ) for any 8 ≥ 0. We say that the tuple (C, [, 5 ) is OST-sound if E[|.8 |] < ∞

for every 8 ≥ 0 and moreover, at least one of the following conditions (C1)–(C4) holds:

(C1) There exists a constant 2 such that TimeTerm ≤ 2 with probability 1 (i.e., the termination
time of the program is uniformly bounded).
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(C2) There exists a constant 2 such that for each C ∈ N and each run d it holds that

|.min{C,TimeTerm(d ) } (d) | ≤ 2

(i.e., .8 (d) is uniformly bounded from below and above up until the point of termination).
(C3) E[TimeTerm] < ∞, E[|.0 |] < ∞, and there exists a constant 2 such that for every C ∈ N it

holds E[|.C+1 −.C | | FC ] ≤ 2 (i.e., the expected one-step change of .8 is uniformly bounded
over the program runtime, even if conditioned by the whole past history of the program).

(C4) There exist real numbers ",21, 22, 3 such that (i) for all sufficiently large = ∈ N it holds
P(TimeTerm > =) ≤ 21 · 4

−22 ·= ; and (ii) for all C ∈ N it holds |.=+1 − .= | ≤ " · =3 .

Our algorithm presented in Section 6 will automatically enforce OST-soundness. We are now
ready to state the U/LESM soundness theorem.

Theorem 5.4 (Soundness of U/LESMs). Let C = (L,+ ,+out, ℓinit, xinit, ↦→,�,Up) be an a.s. ter-

minating pCFG with output distribution `C and 5 : R|+out | → R a Borel measurable function over
the outputs of C. Let * 5 and !5 be an upper (respectively lower) expectation supermartingale for

5 w.r.t. some invariant. Assume that (C,* 5 , 5 ) and (C, !5 , 5 ) are OST-sound. Then E`C [5 (x
out)] is

well-defined and

* 5 (ℓinit, xinit) + 5 (x
out
init) ≥ E`C [5 (x

out)],

!5 (ℓinit, xinit) + 5 (x
out
init) ≤ E`C [5 (x

out)] .

Proof (sketch). Let/= denote the=-th state along a run of C andX= denotes the=-th valuation
encountered along a run. For !5 , we define a stochastic process . = (.=)

∞
==0 by putting .= :=

!5 (/=)+5 (X
out
= ). The inequality for!5 follows from application of the (extended) optional stopping

theorem [83, 84] to . , which is permissible due to the OST-soundness assumption. The argument
for* 5 is analogous. Full proof can be found in Section D of the Supplementary material. �

5.3 Proof Rules for Equivalence and Similarity Refutation

We now show how to use the results in the previous section to derive refutation rules for the equiv-
alence and similarity problems. Example 2.3 shows an application of this proof rule for equivalence
refutation, and Example 2.4 for similarity refutation.

Theorem 5.5 (Soundness of eqivalence and similarity refutation). Consider two a.s. ter-
minating pCFGsC1 = (L

1,+ 1,+out, ℓ
1
init, x

1
init, ↦→

1,�1,Up1) and C2 = (L
2,+ 2,+out, ℓ

2
init, x

2
init, ↦→

2,�2,Up2).

Assume that there exists a Borel-measurable function 5 : R|+out | → R and two state functions, * 5 for
C1 and !5 for C2, such that the following holds:
• * 5 is a UESM for 5 in C1 such that (C1,* 5 , 5 ) is OST-sound;
• !5 is an LESM for 5 in C2 such that (C2, !5 , 5 ) is OST-sound;

• * 5 (ℓ
1
init, x

1
init) + 5 ((x

1
init )

out) < !5 (ℓ
2
init , x

2
init ) + 5 ((x

2
init)

out).
Then C1 and C2 do not define equivalent output distributions.

Moreover, if 5 is 1-Lipschitz continuous under a metric 3 of the output space R|+out | , then

K3

(
`C1 , `C2

)
≥ !5 (ℓ

2
init , x

2
init) + 5 ((x

2
init)

out) −* 5 (ℓ
1
init , x

1
init) − 5 ((x1init)

out).

Proof. From Theorem 5.4 we have

E`C1 [5 (x
out)] ≤ * 5 (ℓ

1
init , x

1
init) + 5 ((x

1
init )

out)

< !5 (ℓ
2
init , x

2
init ) + 5 ((x

2
init)

out) ≤ E`C2 [5 (x
out )] (5)

Hence, E`C1 [5 (x
out)] < E`C2 [5 (x

out)], and so the output distributions `C1 and `C2 are not equiva-
lent (otherwise, any measureable 5 would have the same expectation under both measures).
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The second part follows directly from (5) and from the definition of the Kantorovich distance.
�

To conclude this section, we highlight that searching for a Borel-measurable function 5 : R|+out | →

R such that E`C1 [5 (x
out)] ≠ E`C2 [5 (x

out)] yields both sound and complete proof rule for refuting
equivalence of output distributions. While soundess follows from Theorem 5.5, to prove complete-
ness suppose that two output distributions are not equivalent. Then, there exists an event � over
outputs such that `C1 [�] ≠ `C1 [�]. Hence, with 5 being the indicator function � (�) of the event
�, which is indeed a Borel-measurable function, we have �`C1 [� (�)] ≠ �`C1 [� (�)].

6 AUTOMATED CONSTRAINT SOLVING-BASED ALGORITHM

In this section, we present our algorithms for automated equivalence and similarity refutation.
In the sequel, let C1 = (L1,+ 1,+out, ℓ

1
init , x

1
init, ↦→

1,�1,Up1) and C2 = (L2,+ 2,+out, ℓ
2
init , x

2
init, ↦→

2

,�2,Up2) be two a.s. terminating pCFGs with a common output variable set +out.

Assumptions. Our algorithms impose the following assumptions:
• Polynomial programs. We consider probabilistic programs in which all arithmetic expres-
sions are polynomials over program variables. Furthermore, by introducing dummy vari-
ables for expressions appearing in transition guards, we without loss of generality assume
that arithmetic expressions appearing in transition guards are linear.
• Finite moments of probability distributions. We assume that each probability distribution
X appearing in sampling instructions has finite moments which are accessible to the al-
gorithm, i.e. for each ? ∈ N, the ?-th moment <X (?) = E-∼X [|- |

? ] is finite and can be
computed by the algorithm. This is a standard assumption in static probabilistic program
analysis and allows sampling instructions from most standard probability distributions.
• Linear invariants. Recall, in Definition 5.1 and Definition 5.2 we defined U/LESMs with
respect to supporting invariants. We assume that we are provided with linear invariants
�1 and �2 for C1 and C2, respectively. Linear invariant generation is a well-studied problem
in program analysis; in our implementation, we use the methods of [39, 74] to synthesize
supporting linear invariants �1 and �2.
• OST-soundness. Recall from Section 5.2 that we need to impose one of the OST-soundness
conditions in Definition 5.3 on each pCFG for the proof rules based onU/LESMs to be sound.
These conditions impose restrictions on the pCFG as well as on the function on outputs
and the U/LESMs that we need to synthesize. In what follows, we state the restrictions im-
posed on pCFGs by each of the OST-conditions. In principle, a different restriction can be
imposed on each of the two pCFGs. To streamline the presentation, we consider imposing
the same condition on both pCFGs, in an order of preference specified in the next subsec-
tion. Then, depending on the OST-condition that the algorithm uses for the pCFGs, we will
also constrain our output functions and U/LESMs to satisfy the corresponding restrictions.
We use the same enumeration of OST-conditions as in Definition 5.3. We use TimeTerm1

and TimeTerm2 to denote random variables defined by termination time in C1 and C2:
(C1) The pCFGs have bounded termination time, i.e. there exists 2 > 0 s.t. TimeTerm1(d) ≤

2 for all runs d in C1 and TimeTerm2(d) ≤ 2 for all runs d in C2. To enforce this con-
dition, it suffices to restrict our attention to programs in which all loops are statically
bounded.

(C2) This condition imposes no restrictions on pCFGs.
(C3) The pCFGs have bounded expected termination time, i.e. EC8 [TimeTerm8 ] < ∞ for

8 ∈ {1, 2}. To verify this, it suffices to synthesize a ranking supermartingale (RSM) [20].
Automated synthesis of RSMs in polynomial programs was considered in [23, 25].
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(C4) There exist real numbers 21, 22 such that, for all sufficiently large = ∈ N, it holds
P(TimeTerm8 > =) ≤ 21 · 4

−22 ·= for 8 ∈ {1, 2}. It was shown in [83] that, in poly-
nomial programs, to verify the first condition it suffices to synthesize an RSM as in
(C3).

6.1 Algorithm for the Equivalence Refutation Problem

Algorithm outline.Our algorithmuses constraint solving-based synthesis to simultaneously com-
pute a function 5 over output variables +out, an UESM * 1

5
for 5 in C1 and an LESM !2

5
for 5 in C2.

The algorithm proceeds in four steps. First, it fixes symbolic polynomial templates for 5 , * 1
5
and

!2
5
. Second, it collects the defining constraints of UESMs and LESMs, the equivalence refutation

constraint, and the constraints that encode OST-condition restrictions. Third, it translates these
constraints into a linear programming (LP) instance. Fourth, it uses an LP solver to solve the re-
sulting LP instance, with each solution giving rise to a valid triple of 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
.

Our algorithm builds on classical constraint solving-based methods for static analysis of poly-
nomial (probabilistic) programs for termination [23], reachability [6], safety [24] or cost [83, 86]
properties. Hence, we keep our exposition brief and focus on the Step 2 of our algorithm which
contains the main algorithmic novelty, since it collects the defining constraints of U/LESMs and
the relational constraint for equivalence refutation.

Algorithm parameters. Our algorithm takes as an input a natural number parameter 3 ∈ N
which denotes the maximal degree of polynomials that the algorithm uses for synthesis. Also, it
determines which of the OST-soundness conditions to impose on the pCFGs as follows:

(1) If the pCFGs have bounded termination time (e.g. they only contain statically bounded
loops), then our algorithm imposes (C1) on them since this condition does not introduce
any constraints on 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
.

(2) Else, if the pCFGs have bounded updates, i.e. there exists " > 0 such that every update
element in each pCFG changes variable value by at most " , then our algorithm imposes
(C4) on them. This is because it was shown in [83] that, for a polynomial program with
bounded updates, (C, [, 5 ) is OST-sound with (C4) satisfied for state function [ and output
function 5 . Hence, the algorithm need not introduce any constraints on 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
.

(3) Else, if the pCFGs have bounded expected termination time (e.g. the method of [23] suc-
cessfully synthesizes RSMs), then our algorithm imposes (C3) on them as this condition
introduces milder constraints on 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
than (C2).

(4) Else, our algorithm imposes (C2) on the pCFGs.

Step 1: Symbolic templates. The algorithm fixes a symbolic polynomial template for 5 in the form
of a symbolic polynomial of degree at most 3 over output variables +out . It also fixes a symbolic
polynomial template for the UESM * 1

5
for 5 in C1, in the form of a symbolic polynomial* 1

5
(ℓ) of

degree at most 3 over program variables + 1 for each location ℓ ∈ L1. A template for the LESM !2
5

for 5 in C2 is fixed analogously.
This is formally done as follows. LetMono3 (+ ) andMono3 (+out) denote the sets of all monomials

of degree at most 3 over the variables + and +out , respectively. The templates for 5 , for * 1
5
(ℓ) at

each location ℓ ∈ L1 and for !2
5
(ℓ) at each location ℓ ∈ L2 are respectively defined by fixing the

following symbolic polynomial expressions∑
<∈Mono3 (+out )

5< ·<,
∑

<∈Mono3 (+ )

Dℓ< ·<,
∑

<∈Mono3 (+ )

; ℓ< ·<,

where 5< , Dℓ< and ; ℓ< are a real-valued symbolic template variables for each< and ℓ .
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Step 2: Constraint collection. The algorithm collects all defining constraints for* 1
5
and !2

5
to be

a UESM and an LESM, the equivalence refutation constraint and the OST-soundness constraints.
For every collected constraint that contains an expectation operator, the algorithm symbolically
evaluates the expected values to obtain expectation-free polynomial expressions over symbolic
template and program variables. This is possible since all involved expressions are polynomials
over program variables, all moments of probability distributions are finite and can be computed,
and moreover, the expectations integrate over a single variable in the polynomial expression (since
in pCFGs, at most one variable is updated in each step).

(1) UESM constraints. By Definition 5.1, an UESM must satisfy the Zero on output condition
and the Expected 5 -decrease condition. Both constraints are defined with respect to the
supporting invariant �1. As explained above, such invariants can be synthesized automati-
cally, e.g. by methods of [39, 74]. The algorithm collects the following constraints:
• Zero on output. ∀x ∈ R|+

1 | . x |= �1(ℓ
1
out ) ⇒ * 1

5
(ℓ1out, x) = 0.

• Expected 5 -decrease. For every transition g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→1 and for N = Next (g, x):

∀x ∈ R|+
1 | . x |= �1(ℓ) ∧�

1(g) ⇒ * 1
5 (ℓ, x) ≥

∑
ℓ ′∈L1

Pr (ℓ′) · E[* 1
5 (ℓ
′,N) + 5 (Nout)] − 5 (xout )

(2) LESM constraints. Analogously, the algorithm collects constraints for !2
5
to be an LESM for

5 in C2. As in Definition 5.2, constraints are defined w.r.t. the supporting invariant �2.
• Zero on output. ∀x ∈ R|+

2 | . x |= �2(ℓ
2
out ) ⇒ !2

5
(ℓ2out , x) = 0.

• Expected 5 -increase. For every transition g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→2 and for N = Next (g, x):

∀x ∈ R|+
2 | . x |= �2(ℓ) ∧�

2(g) ⇒ !25 (ℓ, x) ≤
∑
ℓ ′∈L2

Pr (ℓ′) · E[!25 (ℓ
′,N) + 5 (Nout)] − 5 (xout)

(3) Equivalence refutation constraint. The algorithm collects the equivalence refutation con-
straint, according to Theorem 5.5:

* 5 (ℓ
1
init , x

1
init ) + 5 ((x

1
init)

out) < !5 (ℓ
2
init, x

2
init) + 5 ((x

2
init )

out)

(4) OST-soundness constraints. Finally, the algorithmcollects the constraints forOST-soundness
conditions in Definition 5.3. Depending on which of the conditions (�1) − (�3) in Defini-
tion 5.3 we impose (see Algorithm parameters above), we collect the following constraints:
(C1) No additional constraints are necessary.
(C4) No additional constraints are necessary.
(C2) We require that there exists a constant � > 0 such that the absolute value of the sum

of the U/LESM and 5 is bounded from above by � at every reachable state. Thus, we
introduce an additional symbolic variable for� , collect the constraint� > 0 and collect
the following constraints for each ℓ ∈ L1 and ℓ ∈ L2, respectively:

∀x ∈ R|+
1 | . x |= �1(ℓ) ⇒

���* 1
5 (ℓ, x) + 5 (x

out )

��� ≤ �

∀x ∈ R|+
2 | . x |= �2(ℓ) ⇒

���!25 (ℓ, x) + 5 (xout)
��� ≤ �

(C3) We require that there exists a constant � > 0 such that the sum of the U/LESM and 5

has bounded expected one-step change at every reachable state. However, this condi-
tion yields a constraint which is not of the form as in eq. (6) that is needed in Step 3
for reduction to an LP instance. In order to allow for an automated synthesis by re-
duction to LP, we instead collect a stricter condition of bounded maximal one-step
change at every reachable state. In particular, we introduce a symbolic variable for� ,
collect� > 0 constraint, and collect the following constraint for each g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→1
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and ℓ′ ∈ !1 with Pr (ℓ′) > 0, and for each g = (ℓ, Pr) ∈ ↦→2 and ℓ′ ∈ !2 with Pr (ℓ′) > 0,
respectively:

∀x ∈ R|+
1 | ,N ∈ supp(N). x |= �1(ℓ) ∧�

1(g) ⇒
���* 1

5 (ℓ, x) + 5 (x
out) −* 1

5 (ℓ
′,N) − 5 (Nout)

��� ≤ �

∀x ∈ R|+
2 | ,N ∈ supp(N). x |= �2(ℓ) ∧�

2(g) ⇒
���!25 (ℓ, x) + 5 (xout ) − !25 (ℓ′,N) − 5 (Nout)

��� ≤ �
Step 3: Conversion to an LP instance. This step of our algorithm is analogous to [6, 23, 83, 86].
Observe that the equivalence refutation constraint is a linear and purely existentially quantified
constraint over the symbolic template variables of 5 , * 1

5
and !2

5
, since the initial variable valua-

tions x1init and x
2
init are fixed. On the other hand, upon symbolically evaluating the expected values

appearing in constraints, all other constraints collected in Step 2 above are of the form

∀x ∈ R|+ | . lin-exp1 (x) ≥ 0 ∧ · · · ∧ lin-exp: (x) ≥ 0⇒ poly-exp(x) ≥ 0, (6)

where + ∈ {+ 1,+ 2}, lin-exp8 is a linear expression over variables in + for each 1 ≤ 8 ≤ : , and
poly-exp is a polynomial expression over variables in+ (equalities and absolute values are encoded
by two inequality constraints). This is due to our algorithm assumptions that the supporting invari-
ants and transition guards are all defined in terms of linear expressions. Furthermore, the linear
coefficients in each lin-exp8 are constant values determined by transition guards or by supporting
invariants, hence they do not contain any symbolic template variables.
It was shown in [6, 23, 83, 86] that entailments as in eq. (6) can be translated into purely exis-

tentially quantified linear constraints over the symbolic template variables (and auxiliary variables
introduced by the translation), by using Handelman’s theorem [51]. Using this translation, we con-
vert the system of constraints collected in Step 2 into a system of purely existentially quantified
linear constraints over the symbolic template variables and auxiliary variables introduced in trans-
lation. Thus, we obtain a linear programming (LP) instance without an optimization objective.

Step 4: LP solving.We feed the resulting LP instance to an off-the-shelf LP solver. The algorithm
returns “Not output-equivalent” and outputs the computed 5 , * 1

5
and !2

5
if the LP is successfully

solved, or returns “Unknown” otherwise.

The following theorem establishes soundness of our algorithm for the equivalence refutation
analysis. The proof can be found in Section G in the supplementary material.

Theorem 6.1 (Correctness of Eqivalence Refutation). Suppose that the algorithm outputs
“Not output-equivalent”. Then C1 and C2 are indeed not output-equivalent, and * 1

5
and !2

5
are valid

UESM and LESM for 5 , respectively.

6.2 Algorithm for the Similarity Refutation Problem

We now outline the key additional steps needed to extend our algorithm in Section 6.1 to an algo-
rithm for the Similarity refutation problem. For the interest of space, we omit the details and defer
them to Section F in the Supplementary material.
In addition to the parameters listed in Section 6.1, our algorithm for the Similarity refutation

problem is also parameterized by the choice of a metric 3 over outputs and a lower bound n > 0 on
the Kantorovich distance that we wish to prove. We allow any of the following standard metrics:
!?-metric, discrete metric, and uniform metric (all defined in Section F). The rest of the algorithm
proceeds analogously as in Section 6.1, with the only difference being that in Step 2 of the algorithm
we need to collect two additional constraints: (1) relational constraint on the lower bound on
Kantorovich distance, and (2) 1-Lipschitz continuity of the function 5 on outputs.
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Optimization of the Kantorovich distance. We note that our algorithm for the Similarity refu-
tation problem reduces the synthesis of 5 , * 1

5
and !2

5
to an LP instance without the optimization

objective. Thus, our method can also optimize the lower bound on the Kantorovich distance by
treating n as a variable and adding the optimization objective to maximize n .

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented a prototype1 of our methods for equivalence and similarity refutation (the latter
in terms of Kantorovich distance with respect to the !1 metric). Our prototype takes as input
two probabilistic programs having the same set of output variables +out. The tool then checks (i)
whether the output distributions of two programs are equivalent, and if not, (ii) whether it can
compute a lower bound on their Kantorovich distance.

Implementation. We implemented our prototype in Java. We used Gurobi [50] to solve LP in-
stances and ASPIC [39] and STING [74] to generate supporting linear invariants. Our implemen-
tation uses rational numbers for storing coefficients and variable values to avoid rounding and
floating-point errors. For each input program pair, our prototype attempts to synthesize UES-
M/LESMs of a varying polynomial degree ranging from 1 to 5, progressively increased in case
of failure. All experiments were run on an Ubuntu 22.04 machine with an 11th Gen Intel Core i5
CPU and 16 GB RAM with a timeout of 10 minutes.

Baseline. To refute the equivalence of two probabilistic programs, an alternative approach would
be to use a state of the art symbolic integration tool such as PSI [42] to first compute probability
density functions of output distributions of two probabilistic programs, and then check whether
the two density functions are identical. Hence, we compare our method against a baseline which
first uses PSI [42] to compute the probability density functions and then uses Mathematica [85]
to compare the density functions. We note that PSI (and so our baseline) is only applicable to
programs with statically bounded loops.

Benchmarks. As our benchmark set, we consider loopy probabilistic programs collected from
[60, 83]. These benchmarks model various different applications, ranging from classical examples
of random walks and their variants, coupon collector, to examples of academic interest such as
queueing network and species fight, to realistic examples including Bit-coin mining. These pro-
grams have been verified to have finite expected termination time and bounded variable updates,
which are sufficient conditions for the satisfaction of the (C4) OST-soundness condition as dis-
cussed in Section 6. Programs with statically bounded loops also satisfy the (C1) OST-soundness
condition. As some of these programs contain unbounded loops which are not supported by PSI
and so by our baseline, for each collected program we also consider three modifications where we
force the loops to terminate after at most 10, 100 and 1000 iterations, respectively.
Each collected program was used to construct a pair of programs for equivalence and similarity

analysis as follows: if the program contained non-deterministic branching, we constructed two
programs of which one always chooses the if-branch and the other chooses the else-branch of the
non-deterministic choice. For programs without non-determinism, we obtain the second program
by injecting a small perturbation into exactly one sampling instruction, without further changes.

Discussion of Results. Table 1 shows our experimental results on the benchmark set described
above together with the illustrating example from Section 2. Our method shows much better scal-
ability compared to the baseline as the loop bound parameter is increased, demonstrating the
advantage of a static analysis method that does not rely on (symbolic) execution of probabilistic

1We will make our prototype tool publicly available. Link to the implementation hidden for double blind reviewing.
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programs with long executions. Moreover, our method is also able to compute Kantorovich dis-
tance lower bounds for most benchmarks. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first
automated method to compute lower bounds on Kantorovich distance.

Table 1. Experimental results showing: (1) comparison of our equivalence refutation method and the baseline,
(2) lower boundson Kantorovich distance computed by our similarity refutation method, and (3) time taken
to solve each instance. A X in the “Eq. Ref.” column represents that the tool successfully refuted equivalence
of the two input programs, “TO” and “NA” stand for “timeout” and “Not Applicable”, respectively.

Name Loop
Our Method PSI + Mathematica

Eq. Ref. Time(s) Distance Time(s) Eq. Ref. Time(s)

B
e
n
c
h
m
a
r
k
s

f
r
o
m

[
8
3
]

Simple Example

10 X 0.74 6.667 0.76 X 6.30
100 X 0.41 66.667 0.40 TO -
1000 X 0.34 666.667 0.34 TO -

original X 0.30 266.667 0.25 NA -

Nested Loop

10 X 5.31 1.667 5.13 TO -
100 X 3.30 16.667 3.13 TO -
1000 X 2.84 166.667 2.82 TO -

original X 0.31 50 0.33 NA -

Random Walk

10 X 0.76 2 0.69 X 3.37
100 X 0.33 20 0.28 TO -
1000 X 0.27 200 0.29 TO -

original X 0.24 9 0.22 NA -

Goods Discount

10 X 0.88 0.125 0.46 TO -
100 X 0.36 0.125 0.56 TO -
1000 X 0.30 0.125 0.53 TO -

original X 0.35 0.008 0.56 NA -

Pollutant Disposal

10 X 2.68 3.272 2.76 TO -
100 X 3.05 32.727 2.83 TO -
1000 X 3.34 327.272 3.18 TO -

original X 0.44 0.026 0.46 NA -

2D Robot

10 X 0.59 TO - TO -
100 X 0.57 TO - TO -
1000 X 0.62 TO - TO -

original X 13.90 TO - NA -

Bitcoin Mining

10 X 0.40 0.005 0.46 X 1.22
100 X 0.23 0.05 0.21 X 34.79
1000 X 0.34 0.5 0.46 TO -

original X 0.25 0.05 0.22 TO -

Bitcoin Mining Pool

10 X 205.51 225.25 140.7 X 1.90
100 X 121.43 22525 124.17 TO -
1000 X 235.57 2252500 258.49 TO -

original X 129.98 122761.25 131.06 NA -

Species Fight

10 TO - TO - TO -
100 TO - TO - TO -
1000 TO - TO - TO -

original X 0.90 TO - NA -

Queuing Network

10 X 0.99 TO - TO 94.42
100 X 0.77 TO - TO -
1000 X 0.81 TO - TO -

original X 0.79 TO - TO -

B
e
n
c
h
m
a
r
k
s

f
r
o
m

[
6
0
]

coupon_collector

10 X 0.67 0.167 0.89 X 1.21
100 X 0.64 0.458 0.85 TO 6.45
1000 X 1.45 0.496 2.41 TO -

original X 1.10 0.5 1.41 NA -

coupon_collector4

10 X 17.28 0.216 19.83 TO 3.04
100 X 16.92 1.215 18.49 TO -
1000 X 31.18 1.471 27.93 TO -

original X 70.96 TO TO NA -

random_walk_1d_intvalued

10 X 0.25 2 0.34 X 1.49
100 X 0.20 20 0.19 X 6.24
1000 X 0.41 200 0.41 TO -

original X 0.32 1.2 0.38 NA -

random_walk_1d realvalued

10 X 0.29 2 0.33 TO -
100 X 0.22 20 0.28 TO -
1000 X 0.48 200 0.54 TO -

original X 0.27 3.841 0.50 NA -

random_walk_1d_adversary

10 X 0.28 12.425 0.22 X 1.49
100 X 0.26 138.425 0.22 TO 91.59
1000 X 0.59 1398.425 0.56 TO -

original X 0.38 0.768 0.40 NA -

random_walk_2d_demonic

10 X 0.25 2 0.34 TO -
100 X 0.27 20 0.27 TO -
1000 X 0.65 200 0.67 TO -

original X 0.58 0.668 0.58 NA -

random_walk_2d_variant

10 X 0.40 2 0.37 TO -
100 X 0.31 20 0.37 TO -
1000 X 0.83 200 0.94 TO -

original X 0.75 0.501 0.76 NA -

S
e
c
.

2

Transmission protocol (Figure 1)

10 X 0.27 0.005 0.24 X 1.19
100 X 0.19 0.05 0.21 X 12.23
1000 X 0.47 0.5 0.57 TO -

original X 0.21 1.001 0.19 TO -
Count 69 - 59 - 15 -

Average - 12.88 - 12.94 - 17.77
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As mentioned above, for the purpose of our experiments in Table 1, we used the (C4) OST-
soundness condition which has been verified to be satisfied by all benchmarks. However, condi-
tions (C1)-(C3) are also applicable to many of our benchmarks. An experimental comparison of
the performance of our tool with different OST-soundness conditions is provided in Section H in
the Supplementary material.
We also observe one practical limitation of our approach: the performance of our automated

method is dependent on the quality of supporting linear invariants generated for both programs. For
some benchmarks in Table 1 (e.g. coupon_collector) the computed lower bound on distance does
not scale with the number of loop iterations. We believe this is due to linear invariants generated
for these programs being imprecise.Whenmore precise invariants are available (e.g. Nested Loop),
our method derives tighter bounds on distance. Moreover, while linear invariant generation is very
efficient in most of our benchmarks, in some cases (e.g. Bitcoin Mining Pool) this was a highly
computationally expensive task, leading to larger runtimes of our tool. There are also cases like
the 2D robot benchmark, where STING times out without returning any invariants, which is why
our tool fails to compute a distance lower-bound. However, the invariants returned by ASPIC are
strong enough for our tool to disprove equivalence. In other benchmarks where equivalence is
refuted but no lower bound on distance is computed, we observe that supporting invariants are
unbounded and so our tool could not normalize the function 5 on outputs to make it 1-Lipschitz
continuous. Lastly, in cases like the finite loop instances of the Species Fight benchmark, non-
polynomial functions are required for disproving equivalence, thus our tool fails.

Summary of Results.Our experiments demonstrate that our automated method can refute equiv-
alence and compute lower bounds on the Kantorovich distance for a wide variety of probabilistic
programs (Table 1). These results highlight scalability and efficiency of the method, especially
when compared to the baseline based on symbolic integration. Hence, while suffering from cer-
tain limitations discussed above, we conclude that our method is applicable to a wide range of
programs.

8 RELATED WORK

We discuss many of the existing static analyses for single probabilistic programs and statistical
testing techniques for probability distributions in Section 1. Moreover, we provide a discussion on
the comparison of our UESMs and LESMs to cost supermartingales of [83] and super- and sub-
invariants of [52] in Remark 1 and in Section 5. Hence, we omit repetition and in the rest of this
section we overview some other prior works on relational analysis of (probabilistic) programs.

Sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is a relational property that has received a lot of atten-
tion in static analysis of probabilistic programs [2, 9, 54, 82]. Given a probabilistic program and
two inputs, the goal of sensitivity analysis is to derive bounds on the distance between output dis-
tributions on those inputs, towards verifying e.g. differential privacy [4, 10]. A prominent method
for sensitivity analysis in probabilistic programs is based on coupling proofs [4, 9, 10]. While sen-
sitivity analysis considers two inputs given the same probabilistic program, in this work we study
the equivalence and similarity refutation problems for probabilistic program pairs. Our method
does not assume any level of syntactic similarity of control flows of the two programs. In contrast,
sensitivity analysis and methods based on coupling proofs often exploit the “aligned” control flow
of two executions on sufficiently close inputs.

Equivalence analysis for finite-state probabilistic programs. There is a significant body of
work on comparing finite-state Markov chains and Markov decision processes w.r.t. various no-
tions of equivalence and similarity. This includes computing the total variation distance [31, 57],
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trace equivalence [59], contextual equivalence [62], and probabilistic bisimilarity [61, 77]. These
works focus on finite-state models, whereas we consider Turing-complete probabilistic programs.

Accuracy of probabilistic inference. Several works have studied accuracy of probabilistic infer-
ence algorithms, e.g. by considering auxiliary inference divergence [34], bidirectional Monte Carlo
[48, 49] and symmetric divergence over simulations [36]. The key distinction between these works
and ours is that the former provide statistical guarantees, such as bounds for Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence in expectation, while our work provides provably valid guarantees via static analysis.

Relational analyses in non-probabilistic programs. Prior work has studied static analysis with
respect to a number of relational properties in non-probabilistic programs, including equivalence
proving [40, 45], semantic differencing [70, 71], continuity [29] or differential cost analysis [32, 72,
86]. In particular, themethod of [86] computes a bound on the difference in cost usage of a program
pair by simultaneously computing an upper bound on cost for one program and a lower bound
on cost for the other program, similarly to what we do with the synthesis of UESMs and LESMs.
However, the key algorithmic difference is that we also simultaneously synthesize the function on
outputs with respect to which the UESM and the LESM are defined. In contrast, in differential cost
analysis a cost function is known a priori.

9 CONCLUSION

We presented a newmartingale-basedmethod for refuting the equivalence and similarity of output
distributions of probabilistic programs. Our approach is fully automated, applicable to infinite-
state programs, and provides formal guarantees on the correctness of its result. Our experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a range of probabilistic program pairs.
An interesting direction for future work is the extension of our methods to probabilistic pro-

grams with observe statements [68], that can express epistemic uncertainty about the system mod-
eled by the program. The observe statements condition the output distribution by the event that all
observations along the run are satisfied, and the task would be to refute the equivalence and simi-
larity of such conditional distributions. Another direction is to consider improving our method for
similarity refutation for programs with unbounded outputs, as discussed in Section 7. Yet another
direction is to study the equivalence and similarity refutation problems for probabilistic programs
that do not terminate almost-surely. Such programs define sub-distributions over their outputs,
hence methods for these problems would need to reason about pairs of sub-distributions.
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Supplementary Material

A FURTHER MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

In this section, we present twomoremotivating examples for the equivalence and similarity refuta-
tion problems in probabilistic programs, whose analysis requires new approaches. The first exam-
ple illustrates a compilation bug for probabilistic programs containing normal distributions, hence
giving rise to infinite-state probabilistic programs. Finally, the second example shows two proba-
bilistic programs that are syntactically similar and only slightly differ in probability distributions
appearing in their sampling instructions, for which the equivalence and similarity refutation are
quite challenging.

i = 1, n = 10 000, sum = 0
ℓinit: while i ≤ n:

ℓ1: r = Normal(0, 1)
ℓ2: sum = sum + r

ℓ3: i = i + 1
ℓout: return sum

n = 10 000, sum = 0
ℓinit: r = Normal(0, 1)
ℓ1: sum = sum + n · r

ℓout: return sum

Fig. 2. Compilation bug example.

Example A.1 (Compilation bug detection). Consider the probabilistic program in Figure 2 left. It
initializes the program variable sum to 0, iteratively and independently samples n = 10 000 values
from the standard normal distribution and adds the sampled values to sum. Upon termination, the
program returns the value of sum. Thus, the output distribution of this program is the probability
distribution of sum upon termination.
In order to present an instance of a compilation bug, suppose now that a compiler for optimiza-

tion replaces the loop which repeatedly samples and adds identically distributed random values to
sum with code that samples only a single value from the standard normal distribution, multiplies
it by n = 10 000 and adds the result to sum, giving rise to the program in Figure 2 right. Hence,
instead of repeatedly sampling values and adding them to sum, we only need to sample one value.
While in deterministic programs this would be a sound optimization, these two probabilistic pro-

grams do not produce equivalent output distributions. The reason behind inequivalence is subtle –
this optimization is agnostic to the fact that samples in Figure 2 left are independent. Indeed, since
the sum of two independent normal random variables distributed according to Normal (`1, f

2
1 ) and

Normal(`2, f
2
2 ) is distributed according to Normal(`1 + `2, f

2
1 +f

2
2 ), it follows that the value of sum

upon termination of the program in Figure 2 left is distributed according to Normal(0, 10 000). On
the other hand, the value of sum upon termination of the program in Figure 2 right is distributed
according to 10 000 · Normal (0, 1) = Normal (0, 10 000 · 10 000). Hence, these two output distribu-
tions are not equivalent. However, since normal distribution has infinite support, we cannot use
methods for finite-state probabilistic programs to refute equivalence in this example.

Example A.2 (Refuting similarity of syntactically similar programs). Consider the probabilistic
program pair in Figure 3. Each program models a Fork and Join (FJ) queuing network with 2
processors, each with its own queue [5, 83]. Both programs model processes that evolve over
n = 10 000 time steps, and program variables ;1 and ;2 denote the queue lengths. At each time step,
one job unit is processed by each queue, thus the length of each queue is decreased by 1. However,
with probability 0.02 new jobs may arrive. The FJ network then probabilistically decides whether
to assign the job to one queue or to divide it between two queues. Jobs are assumed to be identical.
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;1 = 0, ;2 = 0, 8 = 1, = = 10 000, time = 0
ℓinit: while 8 ≤ =:

ℓ1: if ;1 ≥ 1 then ;1 = ;1 − 1 fi

ℓ2: if ;2 ≥ 1 then ;2 = ;2 − 1 fi

ℓ3: if prob(0.02) then:

ℓ4: if prob(0.2) then:

ℓ5: ;1 = ;1 + 3
ℓ6: elif prob(0.5) then:

ℓ7: ;2 = ;2 + 2
ℓ8: else:

ℓ9: ;1 = ;1 + 2, ;2 = ;2 + 1
ℓ10: if ;1 ≥ ;2 then:

ℓ11: time = time + ;1
ℓ12: else:

ℓ13: time = time + ;2
ℓ14: 8 = 8 + 1
ℓout: return ;1, ;2, time

;1 = 0, ;2 = 0, 8 = 1, = = 10 000, time = 0
ℓinit: while 8 ≤ =:

ℓ1: if ;1 ≥ 1 then ;1 = ;1 − 1 fi

ℓ2: if ;2 ≥ 1 then ;2 = ;2 − 1 fi

ℓ3: if prob(0.02) then:

ℓ4: if prob(0.15) then:

ℓ5: ;1 = ;1 + 3
ℓ6: elif prob(0.45) then:

ℓ7: ;2 = ;2 + 2
ℓ8: else:

ℓ9: ;1 = ;1 + 2, ;2 = ;2 + 1
ℓ10: if ;1 ≥ ;2 then:

ℓ11: time = time + ;1
ℓ12: else:

ℓ13: time = time + ;2
ℓ14: 8 = 8 + 1
ℓout: return ;1, ;2, time

Fig. 3. The Fork and Join queuing network example.

It takes 3 units of time for the first queue and 2 units of time for the second queue to complete the
job alone. If the job is divided between the queues, then they take 2 and 1 units of time to complete
their part of the job, respectively.
In the program in Figure 3 left which is taken from [83], a job is assigned to the first queue with

probability 0.2, to the second queue with probability 0.8 · 0.5 = 0.4, and is divided between the two
queues with the remaining probability. In the program in Figure 3 right, we slightly decrease the
probabilities of assigning a job to individual queues and increase the probability of dividing the job
between the queues. In particular, a job is now assigned to the first queue with probability 0.15, to
the second queue with probability 0.85 · 0.45 = 0.3825, and is divided between the queues with the
remaining probability. In both programs, program variable timemodels the total processing time
of all jobs. Note that the total processing time is computed from the perspective of each job – it
also accounts for the waiting times for jobs already in the queue to be solved first. For each job, the
processing time is defined by the length of the longest queue at the time of the job addition [83].
Both programs output variables ;1, ;2 and time upon termination. Hence, the output distribution
of each program is the joint probability distribution of the values of these three program variables
upon termination
Note that the difference between these two probabilistic programs is quite subtle. We do not

decrease the probability of assigning a job to the slower processor ;1 while increasing the proba-
bility of assigning it to the faster processor ;2, or vice-versa. Rather, we decrease both probabilities
and simply increase the probability of the job being divided between the two queues. Thus, since
no queue is preferred by this change and since changes in probabilities are small (recall that jobs
arrive only with probability 0.02), at first glance it is not clear how close are the output distribu-
tions of these two programs. The problem of refuting equivalence or computing lower bounds on
Kantorovich distance between these two output distributions is highly challenging both for static
analysis (due to syntactic similarity) and for statistical testing (due to long execution times).
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B FINITE FIRST MOMENTS

We discuss several sufficient conditions for the finite first moment assumption to be satisfied and
methods through which the assumption can be enforced at the cost of modifying the compared
programs in a principled way.
First, if a metric 3 is bounded over the output space, then all distributions over the output space

have finite first moments w.r.t. 3 . An important example of such a metric is the discrete metric,
meaning that the similarity refutation problem w.r.t. the total variation distance can be considered
for any pair of programs. This is in line with our previous observation that the total variation
distance does not impose any restriction on the compared distributions.
If the metric is not a priori bounded, the finite first moment assumption is satisfied as long as

the ranges of both programs (i.e. the subset of R|+out | containing exactly the possible outputs of the
programs) bounded w.r.t. 3 . Formally, for a pCFG C we have

range(C) = {xout ∈ R|+out | | ∃d ∈ RunC that reaches a terminal state (ℓout, x)},

and C has a bounded range if sup{3 (x, y) | x, y ∈ range(C)} < ∞. For the standard !-metrics, the
range(C) is bounded iff it is contained in some bounded |+out |-dimensional hyperrectangle; this
can be checked e.g. by computing a (non-probabilistic) inductive invariant of the program and
investigating the shape of the invariant in the location ℓout , see Section 6.
Another way to ensure finite first moment w.r.t. metric 3 is to show that the output distribution

has exponentially decreasing tails, in the sense that there is some x0 ∈ R|+out | s.t. the probability of
outputting an element of 3-distance larger than W from x decreases to zero exponentially fast as
W increases to infinity. We are not aware of any automated method tailor-made for proving this
property of output distributions, though exponentially decreasing tails of other characteristics of
probabilistic programs (such as termination time) were studied before. [60]. However, exponen-
tially decreasing tails of the output distribution can be sometimes inferred manually or provided
as form of domain knowledge: for instance, in our running example 1 it is easy to see that the
outputs follow a normal distribution, which is well known to have exponentially decreasing tails.
If none of the above is applicable, we can force finite first moments by artificially “clipping” the

range of the programs involved into the (same) bounded set. That is, the user can fix, e.g. a hyper-
rectangle [=1,<1] × [=2,<2] × · · · × [= |+out | ] × [< |+out | ], and instrument each of the two programs
so that upon termination, the value of each output variable G8 is clipped into the interval [=8,<8].
This of course does not solve the similarity refutation problem for the original programs, since
the clipping alters the output distributions. However, the distributions are only altered outside of
the interior of the hyperrectangle; hence, a lower bound on the distance of the clipped distribu-
tions is still a valid certificate of semantic difference of the original programs, where the difference
manifests itself inside the selected hyperrectangle.

C PROBABILITY THEORY

A probability space is a triple (Ω,F ,P), where Ω is a sample space, F is a sigma-algebra over
Ω (a collection of subsets of Ω containing Ω and closed under complementation and countable
unions) and P : F → [0, 1] is a probability measure on F , i.e. a function such that (i) P(Ω) = 1;
(ii) P(Ω \ �) = 1 − P(�) for each � ∈ F , and (iii) P(

⋃∞
8=1�8 ) =

∑∞
8=1 P(�8 ) for each sequence of

pairwise disjoint sets �1, �2, . . . ∈ F .
A random variable in a probability space (Ω, F ,P) is a function ' : Ω → R ∪ {±∞} such that

for each G ∈ R it holds {l ∈ Ω | '(l) ≤ G} ∈ F (such functions are also called F -measurable).
We denote by EP ['] the expected value of ' in (Ω,F , P), which is defined in the standard way via
Lebesgue integration with respect to the measure P [84]. We drop the P from the subscript if the
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probability measure is clear from the context. A random vector is a vector whose every component
is a random variable. A (discrete-time) stochastic process is a sequence of random vectors over the
same probability space.

C.1 Preliminaries for the Optional Stopping Theorem

A filtration over a sigma-algebra F is a sequence of sigma-algebras (F8)∞8=0 such that for each
8 ≥ 0 it holds F8 ⊆ F8+1 ⊆ F . A stochastic process (X8)

∞
8=0 over F is adapted to such a filtration

if for every 8 ≥ 0 it holds that each component of X8 is F8-measurable. Intuitively, the filtration
categorizes the sets in F so that sets in F8 represent the information available at time 8 .
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space and - be a random variable in this space. For a sub-sigma

algebra F ′ ⊆ F the conditional expectation of - given F ′ is an F ′-measurable random variable
denoted E[- | F ′] such that for every set � ∈ F ′ it holds E[- · I�] = E[E[- | F ′] · I�], where
I� is the indicator function of the set �. There may generally be zero or multiple F ′-measurable
variables satisfying the defining condition of conditional expectation, but if at least one exists, all
of the others differ from it only a set of zero probability. Hence, when at least one such random
variable exists, any of them can be picked as E[- | F ′].

If � ∈ F is an event of positive probability, the conditional expectation of - given � is the

expectation of - w.r.t. the probability measure P[ · | �] = P[ · ∩� ]
P[� ]

.

Definition C.1. Let (.8 )∞8=0 be a (1-dimensional) stochastic process adapted to some filtration
(F8)

∞
8=0 such that E[.8+1 | F8] exists for every 8 ≥ 0. We say that the process is a supermartingale if

for every 8 ≥ 0 it holds E[.8+1 | F8] ≤ .8 . We call the process a submartingale if E[.8+1 | F8] ≥ .8
for every 8 ≥ 0.

Definition C.2 (Stopping time). Let (Ω,F , P) be a probability space and (F8)∞8=0 a filtration. A
stopping time is a random variable ) : Ω → N ∪ {∞} s.t. {l ∈ Ω | ) (l) ≤ C} ∈ FC for any C ∈ N.

Theorem C.3 (Optional stopping theorem, OST). Let (Ω,F , P) be a probability space. Next,
let (.8)

∞
8=0 be a 1-dimensional stochastic process adapted to some filtration (F8)

∞
8=0 of F , and ) be a

stopping time w.r.t. the same filtration (F8)
∞
8=0. Assume that � [|.8 |] < ∞ for all 8 ≥ 0 and that the

above objects satisfy one of the following conditions:

(C1’) There exists a constant 2 such that ) ≤ 2 with probability 1 (i.e., the stopping time is almost-
surely bounded).

(C2’) There exists a constant 2 such that for each C ∈ N and eachl ∈ Ω it holds |.min{C,) (l ) } (l) | ≤ 2

(i.e., the process is bounded from both below and above up until the point of stopping).
(C3’) E[) ] < ∞, E[|.0 |] < ∞, and there exists a constant 2 such that for every C ∈ N it holds

E[|.C+1 −.C | | FC ] ≤ 2 (i.e., the expected one-step change of the process is uniformly bounded
over its evolution, even if conditioned by the whole past history of the process).

Then, E[.) ] is well-defined, and moreover E[.) ] ≤ E[.0] if (.8 )
∞
8=0 is a supermartingale and

E[.) ] ≥ E[.0] if (.8 )
∞
8=0 is a submartingale. In other words, the expected value of, say supermartingale,

at the point of stopping is bounded from above by its mean initial value, and dually for submartingales.

We conclude this section by restating the Extended optional stopping theorem from [83].

Theorem C.4 (Extended OST, [83]). Let (Ω, F , P) be a probability space. Next, let (.8 )
∞
8=0 be a

1-dimensional stochastic process adapted to some filtration (F8)
∞
8=0 of F , and ) be a stopping time

w.r.t. the same filtration (F8)
∞
8=0. Assume that the above objects satisfy the following condition:

(C4’) There exist real numbers ",21, 22, 3 such that (i) for all sufficiently large = ∈ N it holds

P() > =) ≤ 21 · 4
−22 ·= ; and (ii) for all C ∈ N it holds |.=+1 − .= | ≤ " · =3 .
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Then, E[.) ] is well-defined, E[|.8 |] < ∞ for every 8 ≥ 0 and moreover, E[.) ] ≤ E[.0] if (.8 )
∞
8=0 is

a supermartingale and E[.) ] ≥ E[.0] if (.8 )
∞
8=0 is a submartingale.

D PROOF OF THEOREM 5.4

Theorem 5.4 (Soundness of U/LESMs). Let C = (L,+ ,+out, ℓinit, xinit, ↦→,�,Up) be an a.s. ter-

minating pCFG with output distribution `C and 5 : R|+out | → R a Borel measurable function over
the outputs of C. Let * 5 and !5 be an upper (respectively lower) expectation supermartingale for
5 w.r.t. some invariant. Assume that (C,* 5 , 5 ) and (C, !5 , 5 ) are OST-sound. Then E`C [5 (x

out)] is
well-defined and

* 5 (ℓinit, xinit) + 5 (x
out
init) ≥ E`C [5 (x

out)],

!5 (ℓinit, xinit) + 5 (x
out
init) ≤ E`C [5 (x

out)] .

Proof. We present the proof for !5 , the proof for* 5 is analogous.
Recall that /= denotes the =-th state along a run of C and X= denotes the =-th valuation encoun-

tered along a run. Let us define a stochastic process . = (.=)
∞
==0 by putting .= := !5 (/=) + 5 (X

out
= ).

The process . is clearly adapted to the canonical filtration (F=)∞==0.
First, note that E[.8+1 | F8] exists and for any run d is defined as follows: let g = (ℓ, Pr) be the

unique transition enabled in /8 (d). Then

E[.8+1 | F8] (d) =
∑
ℓ ′∈!

Pr (ℓ′) · E[!5 (ℓ
′,N) + 5 (Nout))], (7)

where N = Next (g,X8 (d)). This function is well-defined, since the expectation on the right-hand
side of (7) always exists by theOST-soundness assumption. In Section E, we prove that the function
defined in this way indeed satisfies the definition of conditional expectation.
Next, we prove that the process . is a submartingale. We can continue from (7) as follows:

E[.8+1 | F8] (d) =
∑
ℓ ′∈!

Pr (ℓ′) · E[!5 (ℓ
′,N) + 5 (Nout))] (by (7))

≥ !5 (/8 (d)) + 5 (/8 (d)) (by (4))

= .8 (d) (by the def. of .8 ),

as required.
In what follows, we abbreviate TimeTerm by) . Since (C, !5 , 5 ) is OST-sound, the submartingale

. satisfies the assumptions of either the optional stopping theorem or its extended variant. It
follows that

!5 (ℓinit, xinit) + 5 (x
out
init ) = E[.0] ≤ E[.) ] = E[5 (X

out
) )] = Ex∼`C [5 (x

out )], (8)

where the first equality follows from the definition of . , the second from the (extended) optional
stopping theorem, the third from the fact that !5 is zero upon termination, and last one from the
definition of `C . �

E CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION FOR U/LESMS

We argue that

E[.8+1 | F8] (d) =
∑
ℓ ′∈!

Pr (ℓ′) · E[!5 (ℓ
′,N) + 5 (Nout))], (9)

where g is the unique transition enabled in state /8 (d).
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For each 8 ≥ 0 we write .8 = 6(/8) for a Borel-measurable function 6. Note that the right-hand
side of (9) can be written in measure-theoretical terms as∫

6(B)3%/8 (d ) (B),

where %G is the probability measure on states of the program defined by the transition kernel of
the process represented by our program in the source state G .
Hence, our aim is to prove that for any F8-measureable set � it holds∫

�

6(/8+1(d))3P(d) =

∫
�

[∫
6(B)3%/8 (d ) (B)

]
3P(d), (10)

where P is the probability measure over the runs of the program.
We first prove the equality for the case when � is an F8-cylinder, i.e. a set of the form � = {d |

/1(d) ∈ (1, . . . , /8 (d) ∈ (8} for some Borel-measurable sets of program states (1, . . . , (8 . In such a
case, the right-hand side in (10) can be rewritten as∫

(1

· · ·

∫
(8

6(B8+1)3%B8 (B8+1) · · ·3%B0 (B1),

which equals the left-hand side of (10) directly by the cylinder construction of the probability
measure P.
Now to prove that (10) holds for any F8-measurable set�, assume first that 6 is non-negative. By

our OST assumption, both integrals in (10) are finite. Moreover, the integrals are sigma-additive
and an integral over an empty set is zero. Hence, both integrals define a finite measure over F8 (the
measure of set � being the value of the respective integral when integrating over �). As shown
in the previous paragraph, these two measures agree on the generators of F8 (the F8-cylinders),
and the set of these generators is a c-system (is closed under finite intersections). Hence, the two
measures are equal on whole F8 [84, Lemma 1.6]. Hence, the integrals are the same for all � ∈ F8 .
For general 6, we use the standard trick of splitting 6 into the non-negative and negative part:

6 = 6+ − 6− , where both 6+ and 6− are non-negative, and hence integrate, on both sides of (10),
to the same value as shown in the previous paragraph (and this value is finite by the integrability
entailed by OST-soundness), irrespective of the choice of �. The equality of both integrals for 6
then follows from the linearity of integrals.

F ALGORITHM FOR THE SIMILARITY REFUNATION PROBLEM

We now show how our algorithm can be extended for the Similarity refutation problem.

Additional algorithm parameters. Recall from Section 4 that the Similarity refutation problem
is also defined with respect to a metric 3 over the output space R|+out | and a lower bound n > 0 on
the Kantorovich distance that we wish to prove. Our algorithm inputs 3 and n as parameters. We
allow any of the following standard metrics:

• !?-metric. We allow the !?-metric for any natural number ? ∈ N. This encapsulates the
standard !1-metric (i.e. Manhattan metric) and !2-metric (i.e. Euclidean metric). Given ? ∈

N, the !? -metric3? : R|+out |×R|+out | → R is defined via3? (G,~) = (
∑ |+out |

8=1 (|G [8]−~ [8] |)
?)1/? .

• Discrete metric. We also allow 3 to be the discrete metric, giving rise to Total Variation
distance between output distributions (see Section 3.3). Recall, the discrete metric 30 :
R
|+out | × R|+out | → R is defined via 30(G,~) = 0 if G = ~ and 30(G,~) = 1 if G ≠ ~.

• Uniform metric. Finally, we allow the !∞-metric (i.e. uniform metric). The uniform metric
3∞ : R|+out | × R|+out | → R is defined via 3∞ (G,~) = max1≤8≤= |G [~] − ~ [8] |.
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Algorithm. Recall from Theorem 5.5 that 5 , * 1
5
and !2

5
also yield a lower bound on Kantorovich

distance between two output distributions, if we in addition constrain 5 to be 1-Lipschitz contin-
uous over reachable output sets � 1(ℓ1out ) and � 2(ℓ2out) of the two pCFGs. Hence, our algorithm for
the Similarity refutation problem proceeds analogously as in Section 6.1, with the only difference
being that it collects two additional constraints in Step 2 of the algorithm:

(1) Lower bound on Kantorovich distance. The algorithm collects the similarity refutation con-
straint, according to Theorem 5.5:

!5 (ℓ
2
init , x

2
init ) + 5 ((x

2
init)

out −* 5 (ℓ
1
init, x

1
init) − 5 ((x1init )

out) ≥ n

(2) 1-Lipschitz continuity. Depending on the choice of the metric 3 over the output space, the
algorithm impose the 1-Lipschitz continuity constraint as follows:
• 1-Lipschitz continuity w.r.t. 3? . Suppose that metric 3 is the !? -metric 3? for some
? ∈ N. We enforce the following constraint for each pCFG C8 , 8 ∈ {1, 2}:

∀x, y, a ∈ R|+out | . x, y |= � 8 (ℓ8out) ∧

|+out |∧
9=1

(
x[ 9 ] − y[ 9 ] ≤ a[ 9 ] ∧ y[ 9 ] − x[ 9 ] ≤ a[ 9 ]

)

=⇒ (5 (x) − 5 (y))? ≤

|+out |∑
9=1

a[ 9 ]? .

The inequality on the right-hand-side is imposed for all a[ 9 ] ≥ |x[ 9 ] − y[ 9 ] |, which is
equivalent to simply imposing it for a[ 9 ] = |x[ 9 ] − y[ 9 ] |, giving rise to a sound and
complete encoding of the 1-Lipschitz continuity.
• 1-Lipschitz continuity w.r.t. 30. The algorithm collects the following constraints on

5 to be 1-Lipschitz continuous over outputs of the pCFGs. We enforce the following
constraint for each pCFG C8 , 8 ∈ {1, 2}:

∀x, y ∈ R|+out | . x, y |= � 8 (ℓ8out ) ⇒ 5 (x) − 5 (y) ≤ 1.

Indeed, a function 5 is 1-Lipschitz continuous if for any distinct x, y ∈ R|+out | the
difference in the values of 5 is at most 1, since 30(x, y) = 1 for x ≠ y. This gives rise
to a sound and complete encoding of the 1-Lipschitz continuity with respect to the
discrete metric.
• 1-Lipschitz continuity w.r.t. 3∞. The algorithm collects the following constraints on

5 to be 1-Lipschitz continuous over outputs of the pCFGs. We enforce the following
constraint for each pCFG C8 , 8 ∈ {1, 2}:

∀x, y, a ∈ R|+out | .∀� ∈ R. x, y |= � 8 (ℓ8out ) ∧

|+out |∧
9=1

(
x[ 9 ] − y[ 9 ] ≤ a[ 9 ] ∧ y[ 9 ] − x[ 9 ] ≤ a[ 9 ]

)
|+out |∧
9=1

(
a[ 9 ] ≤ �

)
=⇒ 5 (x) − 5 (y) ≤ �.

The above constraint is a sound and complete encoding of the fact that 5 is 1-Lipschitz
continuous over � 8 (ℓ8out ) for each 8 ∈ {1, 2}. On the left-hand-side of the entailment, we
use the component a[ 9 ] for each 1 ≤ 9 ≤ |+out | to bound from above the absolute dif-
ference |x[ 9 ] −y[ 9 ] |. Moreover, we use� to bound from above the maximum absolute
difference. Thus, the inequality on the right-hand-side is imposed for all � ≥ a[ 9 ] ≥
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|x[ 9 ]−y[ 9 ] |, which is equivalent to simply imposing it for� = a[ 9 ] = |x[ 9 ]−y[ 9 ] |, giv-
ing rise to a sound and complete encoding of the 1-Lipschitz continuity with respect
to the uniform metric.

As in Section 6.1, the lower-bound constraint is a linear and purely existentially quantified con-
straint over the symbolic template variables since x1init and x2init are fixed. On the other hand, the
1-Lipschitz continuity constraints are of the same form as in eq. (6). Hence, we may proceed anal-
ogously as in Steps 3 and 4 in Section 6.1 to translate the collected constraints into an LP instance
and reduce the synthesis to LP solving. The algorithm returns “Not n-output close” and outputs
the computed 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
if the LP is successfully solved, or returns “Unknown” otherwise.

The proof of the following theorem can be found in Section G in the supplementary material.

Theorem F.1 (Correctness of Similarity Refutation). Suppose that the algorithm outputs
“Not n-output close”. Then C1 and C2 are indeed not X- output close, and * 1

5
and !2

5
are valid UESM

and LESM for 5 , respectively.

Optimization of the Kantorovich distance. Finally, we note that our algorithm for the Similarity
refutation problem reduces the synthesis of 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
to an LP instancewithout the optimization

objective. Thus, our method can also optimize the lower bound on the Kantorovich distance by
treating n as a variable and adding the optimization objective to maximize n .

G SOUNDNESS PROOFS FOR ALGORITHMS

Theorem 6.1 (Correctness of Eqivalence Refutation). Suppose that the algorithm outputs
“Not output-equivalent”. Then C1 and C2 are indeed not output-equivalent, and * 1

5
and !2

5
are valid

UESM and LESM for 5 , respectively.

Proof. Suppose that the algorithm outputs “Not output-equivalent” and that it computes a
function 5 over outputs, a state function * 1

5
in C1 and a state function !2

5
in C2. We show that* 1

5

is an UESM for 5 in C1 and that !25 is an LESM for 5 in C2 which together prove that C1 and C2 are

not output-equivalent.
Since the algorithm outputs “Not output-equivalent”, we must have that 5 ,* 1

5
and !2

5
computed

by the algorithm provide a part of the solution to the system of constraints in Step 3. Thus, it fol-
lows by the correctness of reduction to an LP instance that was established in [6, 23, 83, 86] that
they also provide a solution to the system of constraints collected by the algorithm in Step 2. But
the constraints collected in Step 2 impose the defining conditions of UESMs as in Definition 5.1,
the defining conditions of LESMs as in Definition 5.2 and OST-soundness conditions as in Defini-
tion 5.3. Note that the absolute value of the sum of the U/LESM and 5 is finite as required by OST
soundness, since the U/LESMs and 5 are defined via polynomial expressions and all program vari-
ables have all moments finite at each step of the program execution. (The latter property follows
by a straightforward induction using the fact that the programs use polynomial updates and only
sample from distributions that have all moments finite.)
Hence, any solution to the system of constraints collected in Step 2 of the algorithm gives rise

to * 1
5
and !2

5
that are valid UESM and LESM for 5 , as wanted. Furthermore, by the equivalence

refutation constraint that is also collected in Step 2 and by Theorem 5.5, it follows that whenever
a solution to the system of constraints in Step 2 exists, the two pCFGs are not output-equivalent.
This concludes the proof. �

Theorem F.1 (Correctness of Similarity Refutation). Suppose that the algorithm outputs
“Not n-output close”. Then C1 and C2 are indeed not X- output close, and * 1

5
and !2

5
are valid UESM

and LESM for 5 , respectively.
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Proof. Suppose that the algorithm outputs “Not n-output close” and that it computes a function
5 over outputs, a state function* 1

5
in C1 and a state function !25 in C2. We show that* 1

5
is an UESM

for 5 in C1 and that !25 is an LESM for 5 in C2 which together prove that C1 and C2 are not n-output

close.
Since the algorithm outputs “Not n-output close”, we must have that 5 , * 1

5
and !2

5
computed

by the algorithm provide a part of the solution to the system of constraints in Step 3. Thus, it fol-
lows by the correctness of reduction to an LP instance that was established in [6, 23, 83, 86] that
they also provide a solution to the system of constraints collected by the algorithm in Step 2. But
the constraints collected in Step 2 impose the defining conditions of UESMs as in Definition 5.1,
the defining conditions of LESMs as in Definition 5.2 and OST-soundness conditions as in Defini-
tion 5.3. Hence, any solution to the system of constraints collected in Step 2 of the algorithm gives
rise to * 1

5
and !2

5
that are valid UESM and LESM for 5 , as wanted. Furthermore, by the similarity

refutation constraint that is also collected in Step 2 and by Theorem 5.5, it follows that whenever
a solution to the system of constraints in Step 2 exists, the two pCFGs are not n-output close. This
concludes the proof. �

H EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF OST CONDITIONS

Name
C1/C4 C2 C3

Eq. Ref. T.(s) Dis. T.(s) Eq. Ref T.(s) Dis. T.(s) Eq. Ref T.(s) Dis. T.(s)

B
e
n
c
h
m
a
r
k
s
F
r
o
m

[
8
3
]

Simple Example X 0.30 266.667 0.25 X 1.75 0.583 32.18 X 0.46 266.667 0.48

Nested Loop X 0.31 50.0 0.33 TO - TO - TO - TO -

Random Walk X 0.23 9.0 0.22 TO - TO - X 1.13 11.25 0.59

Goods Discount X 0.35 0.008 0.56 X 0.52 0.008 0.91 X 1.51 0.008 0.82

Pollutant Disposal X 0.44 0.026 0.46 TO - TO - TO - TO -

2D Robot X 13.90 - - TO - TO - TO - TO -

Bitcoin Mining X 0.25 0.05 0.22 X 0.35 0.05 0.24 X 0.36 0.05 0.3

Bitcoin Mining Pool X 129.98 122761.25 131.06 TO - TO - X 163.00 TO -

Species Fight X 0.90 - - TO - TO - TO - TO -

B
e
n
c
h
m
a
r
k
s
F
r
o
m

[
6
0
]

coupon_collector X 1.10 0.5 1.41 TO - TO - X 1.69 0.5 1.80

coupon_collector4 X 70.96 - - TO - TO - X 210.63 TO -

random_walk_1d_intvalued X 0.32 1.2 0.38 TO - TO - X 0.98 2.4 1.85

random_walk_1d realvalued X 0.27 3.841 0.50 TO - TO - TO - TO -

random_walk_1d_adversary X 0.38 0.768 0.40 TO - TO - TO - TO -

random_walk_2d_demonic X 0.58 0.668 0.58 TO - TO - TO - TO -

random_walk_2d_variant X 0.75 0.501 0.76 TO - TO - TO - TO -

Table 2. Comparison of Different OST conditions applied to the first benchmark set

Table 2 shows a comparison between performance of different OST conditions when applied for
refuting equivalence/similarity of our benchmarks. As expected, (C2) and (C3) are more restrictive,
therefore fewer benchmarks could be refuted by them. Moreover, even when with (C2) or (C3) our
tool successfully refutes equivalence, they takemore time than (C1)/(C4). This shows that although
(C2) and (C3) can be applied to a wider range of programs, whenever (C1) or (C4) are applicable,
it is more efficient to use the latter.
Note that all of our benchmarks satisfy the assumptions of (C4) while some also satisfy (C1).

Moreover, both (C1) and (C4) do not impose any constraints on the generated ESMs, therefore
they are presented in the same column in table 2.
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